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Abstract
This report summarizes the proceedings of the 2014 Mainz Institute for Theo-
retical Physics (MITP) scientific program on High precision fundamental con-
stants at the TeV scale. The two outstanding parameters in the Standard Model
dealt with during the MITP scientific program are the strong coupling constant
αs and the top-quark mass mt. Lacking knowledge on the value of those fun-
damental constants is often the limiting factor in the accuracy of theoretical
predictions. The current status on αs and mt has been reviewed and directions
for future research have been identified.
∗Proceedings of the Mainz Institute for Theoretical Physics (MITP) scientific program on High precision fundamental
constants at the TeV scale, March 10-21, 2014.
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Chapter 1
The strong coupling constant
1 Summary on αs
The strong coupling αs is a fundamental parameter of quantum chromodynamics. Its numerical value
affects many cross sections at the Large Hadron Collider and in consequence our current uncertainty on
the numerical value has a direct impact on precision tests of the Standard Model and on the interpretation
of potential deviations in experimental measurements in terms of new physics phenomena.
The strong coupling can be extracted from various measurements. Examples are
– Deep inelastic scattering
– Hadronic Z-decays
– Event shapes and jets in electron-positron annihilation
– Jets in hadron-hadron collisions
– Hadronic τ -decays
– Heavy quarkonia decay
– Lattice QCD
Most of these methods have been discussed at the workshop. The numerical value of αs is determined by
comparing experimental data from measurements like in the list above with the corresponding theoretical
predictions including perturbative and non-perturbative corrections. In this way the error on the theory
predictions translates into an error on αs. In the past years, tremendous progress in higher-order pertur-
bative corrections has been made, resulting in very small theoretical uncertainties. We are now facing
a situation, where individual determinations of αs report a numerical value of the strong coupling with
a rather small error, however different determinations of αs are, at best, marginally compatible within
their errors. This phenomena is seen inside a specific method for the extraction of αs from the list above
as well as by comparing the extracted numerical value from different methods. The potential sources of
these discrepancies have been discussed intensively at the workshop. In some cases the origins of the
discrepancies can be identified, in particular if one compares the extraction of αs from the same mea-
surements. It is then possible to decide, if one analysis is correct, while the other one is not, or if both
analyses are valid and the numerical difference reflects our ignorance about unknown contributions. In
the first case one would take the correct analysis to contribute to the world average of αs (and exclude
the incorrect one), while in the second case one concludes that the uncertainties in both analyses have
been underestimated and both analyses should contribute with a larger error to the world average of αs.
In the latter case this corresponds to the range averaging procedure used by the PDG group. In the for-
mer case the current practice is to use range averaging as well. However this procedure will punish a
correct analysis with a larger error if a competing group does something wrong. This situation can be
improved by scientific discussions among the involved groups, identifying the causes of discrepancies
and correcting – if need be – erroneous results. In the pursuit of getting to a more precise value of αs
this is a worthwhile effort. In the discussions of the workshop it emerged that the appropriate format for
these discussions, comparisons and reviews would be a working group on αs. The participants therefore
recommend after the successful Munich workshop [1] on “Precision Measurements of αs” in 2011, the
current workshop on “High Precision Fundamental Constants at the TeV Scale” at Mainz in 2014 to
continue the effort within a working group on αs.
3
2 αs(MZ) at NNLO and N3LO 1
Precision determinations of parton distribution functions (PDFs) and αs(M2Z) are currently being per-
formed at NNLO (α3s). NLO fits suffer from scale uncertainties being of O(±5%) [2] and are therefore
too large compared to the precision of deep-inelastic data. The heavy flavor corrections are available at
NLO and threshold corrections and the calculation of the NNLO corrections is making progress, cf. [3].
αs(M
2
Z)
Alekhin [2001] 0.1143± 0.013 DIS [4]
BBG [2004] 0.1134 +0.0019−0.0021 valence analysis, NNLO [5, 6]
GRS 0.112 valence analysis, NNLO [7]
ABKM 0.1135± 0.0014 HQ: FFNS Nf = 3 [8]
JR14 0.1136± 0.0004 dynamical approach [9]
JR14 0.1162± 0.0006 including NLO-jets [9]
MSTW 0.1171± 0.0014 (2009) [10]
Thorne 0.1136 [DIS+DY, HT∗] (2014) [11]
ABM11J 0.1134− 0.1149± 0.0012 Tevatron jets (NLO) incl. [12]
ABM13 0.1133± 0.0011 [13]
ABM13 0.1132± 0.0011 (without jets) [13]
CTEQ 0.1159...0.1162 [14]
CTEQ 0.1140 (without jets) [14]
NN21 0.1174± 0.0006± 0.0001 [15]
Gehrmann et al. 0.1131 + 0.0028− 0.0022 e
+e− thrust [16]
Abbate et al. 0.1140± 0.0015 e+e− thrust [17]
CMS 0.1151± 0.0033 tt¯ [18]
NLO Jets ATLAS 0.111 +0.0017−0.0007 [19]
NLO Jets CMS 0.1148± 0.0055 [19]
BBG [2004] 0.1141 +0.0020−0.0022 valence analysis, N3LO [5, 6]
3-jet rate 0.1175± 0.0025 Dissertori et al. 2009 [20]
Z-decay rate 0.1189± 0.0026 BCK 2008/12 (N3LO) [21, 22]
τ -decay rate 0.1212± 0.0019 BCK 2008 (N3LO) [21, 22]
τ -decay rate 0.1204± 0.0016 Pich 2011 [1]
τ -decay rate 0.325± 0.018 (at mτ ) FOTP: [23]
τ -decay rate 0.374± 0.025 (at mτ ) CIPT: [23]
Lattice 0.1205± 0.0010 PACS-CS 2009 (2+1 fl.) [24]
Lattice 0.1184± 0.0006 HPQCD 2010 [25]
Lattice 0.1200± 0.0014 ETMC 2012 (2+1+1 fl.) [26]
Lattice 0.1156± 0.0022 Bazavov et al. (2+1 fl.) [27]
Lattice 0.1130± 0.0010(stat) RBC-UKQCD (preliminary, 2014) [28]
world average 0.1184± 0.0007 (2012) [29]
They are needed ultimately to perform a fully consistent NNLO analysis. Sensitive data, capable to
constrain the known PDFs better, have to be selected for analysis, rather than performing global fits
using data with problematic systematics. At lower scales it is necessary to fit αs together with the higher
twist terms to obtain correct results. Current precision data include the DIS World data, including the H1
and ZEUS combined data sets, the di-muon data and Drell-Yan data to constrain the different sea-quark
densities, as well as the pp-jet data from Tevatron and LHC data onW±, Z-production and off-resonance
Drell-Yan data. Very soon also the LHC jet data can be analyzed at NNLO.
1J. Blümlein
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In this note we give a brief summary, mostly on NNLO and N3LO analyses, on the status of
αs(M
2
Z), including also results from lattice simulations. At present, no unique picture on αs(M
2
Z) from
precision determinations has been obtained yet. Over the years the errors have significantly diminished.
Yet there seems to be still some systematics between different analyses and/or methods of measurement
which has to be understood in the future.
Deep-inelastic analyses [4–9, 11–14] mostly yield low NNLO values of αs(M2Z) ∼ 0.114, even
including jet data, with the exception of NNPDF [15]. Very recently MSTW improved its formerly high
value [10] to αs(M2Z) = 0.1136 in [11]. The value αs(M
2
Z) = 0.1141± 0.0022 obtained in the valence
N3LO analysis [6] compared to the NNLO value 0.1134 may serve as an error estimate of the remainder
theory error. Heavy flavor uncertainties are of the same oder (0.0007) [8]. Also the values from precision
measurements on thrust in e+e− annihilation are of this size [16, 17]. Recent NLO analyses of LHC jet
data [19] also report low values of αs(M2Z).
Larger values around αs(M2Z) = 0.1184 and higher are obtained from the inclusive measurement
on the Z-peak [21, 22] and the 3-jet rate [20] in e+e− annihilation. Also the αs-measurements from
τ -decay yield high values, with some theoretical systematics depending on the method used, despite of
the N3LO QCD corrections used. A wider spread of values is currently reported by lattice measurements.
(After this workshop a detailed account on αs-determinations using lattice methods was given in [30]v2.)
Here the central values differ more than the errors quoted, needing further clarification. Over the years
the systematics has steadily improved. The pion mass mpi used is still lowering towards the physical
value and recently 2+1+1-flavor simulations have been performed. It also seems to be necessary to
perform the renormalization non-perturbatively.
Among the hard processes, the next important analyses will be those of the LHC jet data on single
jets. Later NNLO calculations will allow to analyze also two-jet data and 3-jet/2-jet ratios at NNLO.
An important inclusive measurement to determine αs(M2Z) in e
+e− annihilation would consist of the
measurement of R(s) using the Giga-Z option at an ILC in the more distant future. Given the different
theory errors of O(0.5 % - 1%) the accuracy on αs(MZ) cannot be quoted to be better than 1% in
individual measurements. The world-average on αs(MZ) has to account for the uncertainty of theoretical
and systematic errors in different determinations, which have not yet been understood completely.
3 Precision αS: experimental aspects 2
In this contribution we concentrate on exclusive observables, e.g. jet production rates or event shape
distributions since here the potential for improvements from more complete calculations is larger com-
pared with inclusive observables. Also, theory improvements for exclusive observables can have a close
relation with experimental procedures.
Particle- and parton-level
In the analysis of jet or event shape observables the typical procedure is to correct the data calculated from
selected event samples for so-called experimental effects. With these the combined effect of acceptance
of selection cuts, detector inefficiencies and resolution is summarised. These issues have been discussed
e.g. in [31] and a concrete set of recommendations for the definition of particle- or hadron- level as
reference for the experimental corrections was given. Essentially, for jets, the full hadronic final state
including possible underlying event activity and with particle lifetimes above 10 ps but without prompt
leptons or photons is recommended. However, no recommendation for the identification of heavy bosons
or heavy flavour jets is given.
The parton-level is discussed as well in [31], defined as the result of a theory calculation in fixed
order possibly augmented with resummed leading logarithms. No recommendation is made for defining
2S. Kluth
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the corresponding parton-level in Monte-Carlo generators in order to extract the hadronisation correc-
tions needed to compare theory calculations with data corrected to the hadron-level.
A brief and rather incomplete search in recent publications shows that the recommendations
from [31] are not followed universally. For example, in [32] for the measurement of top quark pair
differential cross sections “The kinematic properties of the generated t and t¯ partons in simulated t¯t
events define the ???true??? properties of the tt events”, which seems in contradiction with the recom-
mendations to use only hadronic final state particles.
The Rivet manual [33] adds to the recommendations to identify on-shell heavy bosons via their
stable (or long-lived) decay leptons and imposing a mass window. In [34,35] the particle-level is defined
in accordance with the recommendations and in addition new methods are introduced for heavy flavour
jets such as searching for jet constituent partons or B-Hadrons near to the jet axis. Top quarks are
identified using jets, heavy flavour jets and leptons at particle-level using the same kinematic selection
as for the data.
A synthesis of the recommendations of [31] and the additional methods discussed above to define
the particle-level as continuation of the discussion would be:
– Use a common standard for the Monte Carlo generator event record such as HepMC [36]
– Define a cut on lifetime, e.g. 300 ps, for stable particles in generator
– Apply the same jet algorithms and kinematic cuts as for data
– Identify b-jets by searching for B-hadrons near the jets
– Use Monte Carlo particle identification for leptons and photons
– Apply mass window on lepton, photon or jet combinations to identify on-shell Z, W or H bosons
– Apply same kinematic cuts on lepton b-jet or b-jet light jets combinations as for data to identify
top quark decays
For off-shell Z, W or H bosons the mass window method will fail and in this case one may have to resort
to information on the decay parents of final state leptons or jets.
In addition one could try to define a parton-level suitable for extracting hadronisation corrections
from the Monte Carlo generators inspired by the above discussion.
– Define parton-level final state by all partons entering the hadronisation model and all prompt lep-
tons and photons from the hard scattering or Z, W or H boson decays
– Apply the same jet algorithms and kinematic cuts as for data
– Identify b-jets by searching for b-partons near the jets
– Apply mass window on lepton, photon or jet combinations to identify on-shell Z, W or H bosons
– Apply same kinematic cuts on lepton b-jet or b-jet light jets combinations as for data to identify
top quark decays
For off-shell Z, W or H bosons one will have to use Monte Carlo particle ID as above for the particle-
level.
Using the predictions
In order to use theory prediction for precision measurements of the strong coupling constant with essen-
tially all exclusive observables one has to consider hadronisation corrections which relate the calculation
involving partons to the measurements corrected to the particle level. There are currently three different
procedures available.
The first and most frequently used method consists of folding the perturbative QCD calcula-
tions for an observable with the hadronisation corrections extracted from a Monte Carlo generator, see
6
e.g. [37]. In the generator the observable is calculated at parton-level and at particle-level and the cor-
rection is obtained from a ratio of distributions or from a migration matrix derived from parton- and
particle-level values for the same events. This method is universal, but is limited in precision, because
the parton-level in the generator is not identical to the perturbative QCD calculation.
The second method combines the perturbative QCD calculation with analytic models for the
hadronisation effects available for a selected set of observables, see e.g. [38–40] for recent examples.
The extraction of the strong coupling proceeds via a simultaneous fit together with the free parameters
of the analytic hadronisation model. This method is not universal since a dedicated analytic model for
each observable is needed. The advantage lies in potentially better accuracy since the simultaneous fit
can exploit correlations between perturbative and non-perturbative parameters.
The third method is more recent and is based on combining consistently the perturbative QCD
calculations for the hard scattering with the parton shower algorithms in the Monte Carlo generators,
see e.g. [41]. This improves the accuracy and reliability of the generator predictions. The extraction of
parameters such as the strong coupling could be done by a global adjustment of the free parameters of
the generator program to the data at particle-level. In this way the parameters of the hadronisation model
of the generator and of the perturbative calculation including the parton shower are fitted simultaneously
similar to the second method with potentially similar advantages.
Averaging several measurements
Once measurements of the strong coupling have been performed using various observables, in different
processes, using different procedures and with different levels of theoretical accuracy one is faced with
the task of combining the results to a common best value.
The best known procedure to achieve a world average of the strong coupling is used by the PDG
group [42]. Closely related measurements from the same or similar datasets whose uncertainties are
inconsistent with the range covered by the results are combined using so-called range averaging where
the overall error is given by the range. For largely independent results from the same class of observables
a χ2-based method is used, which is based on calculating an error weighted average of the selected
individual measurements. If the resulting χ2 based on the average and the individual total errors is
smaller than the degrees of freedomNdof of the average a global overestimation of the errors is assumed.
The calculation of the error of the average is repeated with a covariance matrix C constructed from the
individual errors σi and σj with Cij = fσiσj . The common factor f is adjusted such that χ2 = Ndof .
In the opposite case of χ2 > Ndof underestimated errors are assumed. A common factor g is applied to
all individual errors to get χ2 = Ndof and the error of the average is calculated again. For f > 0 and
g > 1 the χ2-based method yields conservative uncertainties. It is a pragmatic and stable procedure. All
pre-averages are combined using the χ2-based method.
Other fundamental parameters of the Standard Model such as the mass of the W boson [43] or the
top quark [44] are averaged using different procedures. These procedures calculate an error weighted
average with a complete covariance matrix for all individual errors. The covariance matrix is constructed
from a detailed decomposition of the individual errors into related categories and a model for the corre-
lations between the error components.
In the case of the average of strong coupling measurements the application of the procedure used
for other Standard Model measurements should in principle be possible. In order to put this into practice
one would have find an appropriate decomposition of the errors as well as a model for the correlations
of the individial error components. For the average of measurements of the strong coupling from event
shape distributions by the LEP experiments and also a world average value such a procedure has been
used [37, 45].
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4 αs determination in the PDF fits 3
The value of αs is commonly considered as a free parameter in the PDF global fits [9, 13–15, 46] that
provides its independent estimate with the accuracy comparable to the world average. Herewith the
constraint on αs comes essentially from two processes involved: the deep-inelastic scattering (DIS)
and the hadron jet production. These processes have different theoretical footing. While the QCD
corrections to the DIS Wilson coefficients are basically known up to NNLO, the data on nucleon-nucleon
jet production employed in the PDF fits are commonly described to NLO and only the threshold soft-
gluon resummation corrections calculated to NNLO [47] are added on the top. Meanwhile, the NNLO
terms are evidently non-negligible and in particular they amount to 20÷25% in the gluonic channel [48].
Furthermore the threshold resummation approach of Ref. [47] was shown to be applicable for a limited
kinematics only [49] also lacking the jet cone size dependence [50]. These shortcomings do not allow
for sufficient theory control in the NNLO PDF analyses based on the jet data therefore an additional
theoretical uncertainty should be assigned to the value of αs obtained. This uncertainty can be estimated
as∼ 0.0015 at the scale ofMZ [51] that roughly corresponds to the experimental uncertainty in αs(MZ),
cf. Fig. 1.1a. More accurate determination of αs is obtained in the variants of PDF fits without use of the
jet data. In these cases the value of αs is determined by the DIS data and typically they go lower by 1σ
than ones based on the jet data. At that the results obtained by different groups spread out by more than
1σ despite strong overlap in the data sets most sensitive to αs. Thereby this spread appears evidently due
to details of the theoretical framework and the data treatment.
One of the most important factor affecting determination of αs from the DIS data are power
corrections to the leading-twist terms appearing in the operator-product-expansion (OPE) formalism.
Qualitative estimates based on the dimension counting suggest that the power corrections including the
dynamical high-twist (HT) terms are enhanced at small momentum transfer Q and/or invariant hadronic
mass W . However their shape and magnitude cannot be obtained in this way and commonly they are
determined phenomenologically. In particular, the ABM analysis [13] is based on the simultaneous fit
of the leading-twist PDFs, twist-4 terms, and αs to the existing DIS data by the SLAC, NMC, BCDMS,
and HERA experiments. The SLAC and NMC data are particularly sensitive to the HT terms since they
spread down to Q2 = O(1) GeV2 and quite stringent cut on Q2 is necessary to reduce this sensitivity.
Indeed, if the HT terms are disregarded, the fitted value of αs(MZ) goes down by 0.0025, when the
low-Q2 margin of the DIS data used in the fit is moved up from 2.5 GeV2 to 10 GeV2 [52]. At the same
time in the standard ABM approach, with the HT terms fitted, the value of αs obtained is stable w.r.t. the
low-Q2 margin, cf. Fig. 1.1b. For the cut of Q2 > 2.5 GeV2 employed in the recent ABM fit [13] this
gives
αs(MZ) = 0.1132± 0.0011 (exp.) . (1.1)
In the PDF analyses of Refs. [14, 15, 46] the HT terms are not considered and a cut of W 2 > W 2min is
imposed instead, where W 2min ∼ 12 ÷ 15 GeV2. However this cut does not remove the low-Q SLAC
data at Bjorken x ∼ 0.1, which still are sensitive to the HT contribution [52]. It is worth noting in this
context that the SLAC data are not used in the CT10 analysis [14] and the DIS value of αs(MZ) obtained
in this case is quite comparable with Eq. (1.1), cf. Fig. 1.1a.
Another issue discriminating the PDF fits is treatment of the heavy-quark contribution to the DIS.
In the ABM analysis it is based on the fixed-flavor-number (FFN) scheme with 3 light quarks in the
initial state, while in other cases different variants of the general-mass variable-flavor-number (GMVFN)
scheme are employed [14, 15, 46]. Note, the value of αs found in the FFN version of the MSTW fit [11]
is in a good agreement with Eq. (1.1). Meanwhile, the GMVFN scheme suffers from the uncertainties
due to modeling of the Wilson coefficients at low-Q, which cannot be derived from the field-theory
basis in the GMVFN approach. Additional GMVFN-scheme uncertainties stemming from the choice of
the matching scale for 4(5)-flavor PDFs and missing NNLO corrections to the massive operator matrix
3S. Alekhin
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Fig. 1.1: a): The values of αs(MZ) at NNLO obtained in the PDF fits of ABM (solid bars: ABM12 [13], dashed
bars: ABM11 [52]) in comparison with the CT [14], JR [9], MSTW [46] and NNPDF [15] results. Only exper-
imental uncertainties are shown. b): The same as a) for the versions of ABM12 fit [13] with different cuts of
Q2 > Q2min imposed on the DIS data.
elements are estimated in a sum as 0.001 [53]. These uncertainties are comparable to the experimental
ones and thereby put a limit on the accuracy of αs determination within the GMVFN scheme.
5 Determination of the strong coupling constant in a global fit 4
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is a mature theory providing a solid understanding of the strong in-
teraction. While research on different aspects of QCD is still ongoing, QCD has developed over the
past into an indispensable tool for collider phenomenology. This is particularly true for hadron colli-
sions where the colliding particles interact strongly already in the first place. As SU(3) non-abelian
gauge theory QCD has only one free parameter if the quark masses are ignored: the gauge coupling
gs(µ) =
√
4piαs(µ), where µ denotes the renormalization scale. Evidently, a precise knowledge of the
gauge coupling is mandatory for all theoretical predictions in QCD. The importance of a precise deter-
mination of αs is reflected in the large numbers of different measurements. αs is currently extracted in a
variety of different environments:
1. τ decays,
2. deep inelastic scattering,
3. inclusive hadron production in e+e− annihilation,
4K. Rabbertz, P. Uwer
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4. inclusive jet production in hadron collisions,
5. three-jet rates in e+e− annihilation and hadron collisions,
6. four- and five-jet production in e+e− annihilation, and
7. lattice gauge theory / hadron spectroscopy
to name only a few. A common feature of all extractions is, that the coupling constant αs appears as a free
parameter in the theoretical predictions, which then is fitted to data. Obviously, reliable values can only
be expected, if theoretical predictions give a precise description of the observable under consideration.
In many cases this requires the inclusion of next-to-leading order (NLO) or even higher corrections.
Schematically we may write
O = αks(µ)(c0 + αs(µ)c1(µ) + α2s(µ)c2(µ) + . . .). (1.2)
Note that from c1 onwards the expansion coefficients depend in general on the renormalization scale µ.
The logarithmic µ-dependence can be reconstructed using
d
dµ
O = 0 (1.3)
and
dαs(µ)
dµ
= −β(αs(µ)) = −α2s(µ)(b0 + αs(µ)b1 + . . .) . (1.4)
The QCD beta-function β(αs(µ)) describes how the coupling constant changes as a function of the un-
physical renormalization scale. When a fixed order prediction of the form as shown in Eq. (1.2) is used
to extract αs, the renormalization scale is frozen to some reasonable value µ0, which should avoid the
appearance of large logarithmic corrections in the coefficients ci. The fit then leads to the determination
αs(µ0), i.e. αs at a fixed scale µ0 (which is usually close to the typical momentum transfer of the consid-
ered process to avoid the aforementioned large logarithmic corrections). It is thus possible to attribute the
αs measurement to a unique energy scale. In particular since the running of αs is not used in the theoret-
ical predictions it is possible to check Eq. (1.4) experimentally by comparing measurements at different
scales. In some cases fixed order corrections are not sufficient and logarithmically enhanced corrections
have to be resummed. Resummation appears in a variety of different flavors. For the following the de-
tails are not important and the simplest case is sufficient to see the difference to fixed order calculations.
A phase space dependent αs for example may be used to resum large logarithms related to particular
phase space regions. The main difference compared to the fixed order predictions mentioned above is,
that the running of αs is used in the theoretical predictions and the determined αs value is no longer
related to physics at one particular energy scale. Although an αs value at a fixed scale is quoted in such
measurements as final result, the extraction may be affected by physics at rather different energy scales.
Furthermore the running of αs is used in the extraction already. Using these results to test the running of
αs by comparing with measurements at different scales is thus questionable. After these preliminaries let
us now address the combination of αs extracted from different measurements. In most cases the authors
not only quote αs(µ0) but also the value αs(MZ) evolved to the Z-resonance where historically the most
precise measurements were performed. Thus it is possible to calculate the combined αs value using for
example a weighted average. In principle also correlations between different measurements could be
taken into account. However, this approach is not fully satisfying since in general the evolution of the
individual αs measurements has been performed using different values for αs. The uncertainty of αs at
low scales leads to an additional uncertainty through the evolution. (Since the evolution is non-linear it
makes in general also a difference whether uncertainties are investigated at low scale or high scale). In
principle one may also ask what the right order of the evolution equation to be used is. These effects can
be taken into account by a proper error analysis. Evidently we do not expect that these effects lead to
significant effects, however, minor corrections are possible and one may ask whether these issues can be
avoided.
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In this note we advocate to perform a global fit of αs to the available collider data. Instead of com-
bining αs as extracted in different experiments we suggest that the measured observables are used directly
and αs is determined using the evolution equation Eq. (1.4) together with the theoretical predictions of
the form Eq. (1.2). This approach guarantees that a consistent running is used for all measurements and
that the extracted value of αs describes the available data best. Correlations due to theoretical assump-
tions may also be easier to trace through the fit. The drawback of this approach is that we need to know
for all observables the corresponding expressions Eq. (1.2). For measurements where resummation is
used in the theoretical predictions compact expressions may not be available in closed form.
As a first step in the aforementioned direction we present in this note a χ2 fit, where we extract
αs from determinations of αs(Q) at different scales Q. The three investigated data sets, two from the
D0 collaboration [54, 55] and one from CMS [56], are listed in Table 1.1. For simplicity we use the
published αs(Q) values and not the measured observables which is much preferable. The fitted αs value
best describes the evolution over the range in Q of the measurements. The χ2 fits are performed con-
sidering all theory uncertainties, including the one from scale variations, as correlated together with the
correlated experimental uncertainty. In the case of the CMS data, which do not provide an uncorrelated
experimental uncertainty, the increase in experimental uncertainty from lowest to highest scale is con-
sidered as uncorrelated. Because it is observed that full correlation for the given correlated uncertainties
can lead to a significant increase in the χ2 values of the fits even for individual data sets, the correlation is
reduced to a degree ρ of 70–80%. The results of these fits are presented in Table 1.1 and Fig. 1.2. Corre-
lations between the different measurements as required for full consistency are not accounted for at this
stage. The final goal is to perform combined fits of multiple measurements using directly the measured
observables, where all correlations are properly taken into account. This requires properly documented
systematic uncertainties of each measurement and corresponding theory calculations in a format suitable
for efficient fitting procedures like for example in the FASTNLO framework [57] or APPLGRID [58]
Table 1.1: αs(MZ) fitted from the αs(Q) values tabulated in the given references using a 4-loop evolution formula
for Nf = 5 flavours as implemented in the CRunDec package [59]. Correlated uncertainties within one dataset are
considered, but only to a degree ρ of 70–80%. Full correlation can lead to a significant increase in the χ2 values.
Data set No. of data points Refs. αs(MZ) χ2 χ2/ndof
D0 inclusive jets 9 [54] 0.1164± 0.0042 0.44 0.05
D0 angular correlation 12 [55] 0.1173± 0.0032 14.3 1.3
CMS 3-jet ratio 3 [56] 0.1165± 0.0051 1.58 0.79
Combined 24 — 0.1153± 0.0029 29.3 1.27
Conclusion:
A precise knowledge of the QCD coupling constant is of crucial importance for precision measurements
at any future collider. A sub percent accuracy on αs can only be reached through the combination of
different measurements since at the moment no individual measurement with that precision is available.
In these notes we have sketched how current αs determinations are combined. As an alternative approach
we suggest to perform a global fit using the respective theoretical predictions together with the running
of αs. In this way the same running is applied to all observables and correlations of theoretical and
experimental nature may be easier to be taken into account. As a first step in this direction we determined
αs from the evolution of fixed-scale αs(Q) determinations.
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Fig. 1.2: αs(Q) points with total uncertainties as published in Refs. [54–56] together with the αs evolution at
4-loop order and with Nf = 5 for the fitting test as described in the text.
6 αs from the lattice 5
We report on a lattice calculation of the strong coupling constant from the vacuum polarization function
(VPF) with Nf = 2 + 1 domain-wall fermions. In this calculation, by using the all-mode-averaging
(AMA) techniques, a precise lattice calculation of the VPF is obtained. By comparison with two cut-off
scales, we estimate the lattice discretization effect. Fitting the VPF in the high momentum region, using
the operator product expansion (OPE) and perturbative QCD, we obtain a more reliable estimate of the
strong coupling constant. Furthermore, the quark condensate is also evaluated.
Introduction
In these proceedings, we report on progress of the calculation of the strong coupling constant (αs) from
the vacuum polarization function (VPF). The VPF as a function of the Euclidean momentum squared,
−q2 = Q2, can be extracted from the two-point correlation function of the vector current. The VPF
provides rich information for hadronic contributions to low-energy physics and perturbative QCD.
The non-perturbative determination of αs from first principles of QCD is important for a precise
test of the Standard model (SM), since this is one of the large uncertainties of, for instance Higgs produc-
tion [60]. The operator product expansion (OPE) represents the VPF as a perturbative diagram of quark-
gluon and the multi-dimensional operator condensate with inverse powers of Q2. A non-perturbative
comparison with lattice calculations plays an essential role for the check of other estimates using exper-
imental values and estimates of the QCD scale ΛQCD.
As shown in Figure 1.3, the precision of lattice calculations of αs increases, and currently its
uncertainty is below the 1% level. In lattice QCD, we need to set a scheme to extract αs from target
quantities obtained in lattice calculation. From the point of view of convergence in perturbative ex-
pansion, the lattice perturbation is not an appropriate scheme as discussed in [61], and there have been
5E. Shintani; thanks to Gregorio Herdoiza for checking OPE formulation.
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Fig. 1.3: History of lattice determination of αs.
several alternative schemes adopted in lattice studies. One idea is to directly extract the strong coupling
constant by a method using the Adler function. Comparing the Adler function in the continuum theory
with lattice VPF results, we directly evaluate the renormalized strong coupling constant αs in the MS
scheme. As shown in Ref. [62, 63], the precise value of αMSs is obtained from the pure perturbative
formula at 3-loop and the contribution of quark and gluon condensate in OPE.
Here we show preliminary results of these observables using the all-mode-averaging (AMA) tech-
nique to drastically reduce the statistical error. In this study we use two cut-off ensembles, 243 × 64 at
a−1 = 1.73 GeV and 323 × 64 at a−1 = 2.23 GeV, and estimate the systematic error due to lattice dis-
cretization. Table 1.2 shows the details of the simulation parameters. We obtain the Lanczos method to
compute the exact Nλ low-lying modes of even-odd preconditioned Hermitian Dirac operator. In AMA,
we employ relaxed CG solver with fixed CG iteration as approximation [64, 65].
Extraction of vacuum polarization function
In the continuum theory, the VPF is given by the expansion of the vector two-point correlation function
in four-dimensional momentum representation,
i
∫
d4xeiqx〈T{V aµ (x)V b †ν (0)}〉 = −
(
qµqν − gµνq2
)
δabΠcontV (q
2) ≡ δabΠcontµν (q). (1.5)
Table 1.2: Lattice parameters in the simulation.Nλ means the number of low-lying mode we use in deflation
method of CG process, and NAMACG means the stopping iteration of relaxed CG in AMA. NG is the number of
source locations of approximation.
Lattice size a−1 GeV ms mud mpi (GeV) Nλ NG NAMACG Nconf
243 × 64 1.73 0.04 0.005 0.33 140 32 180 192
0.01 0.42 140 32 150 172
0.02 0.54 140 32 150 105
323 × 64 2.23 0.03 0.004 0.28 140 32 180 100
0.006 0.33 140 32 180 113
0.008 0.38 140 32 180 122
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The above equation is satisfied with charge conservation, qµΠcontµν (q) = q
νΠcontµν (q) = 0 for vector
current V aµ = q¯γµτ
aq. τ is the SU(3) isospin generator matrix.
In lattice QCD, we use a combination of the conserved and the local current of the two-point
correlation function also used in [63]. The local current V locµ has the same form as in the continuum
theory, however, it is not satisfied with charge conservation. We multiply the renormalization constant
ZV = 0.7178 which is computed non-perturbatively in Ref. [66]. The conserved current has the charge
conservation
∑
µ QˆµΠµν = 0, where we define Qˆµ = e
iQµ − 1 = eiQµ/22i sin(Qµ/2). To extract the
VPF from the lattice vector two-point correlation function, we modify the expansion of Eq.(1.5) as
Πqµν(Q) = Π
q
V (Q)(QˆµQˆν − δµνQˆ2) +O((aQ)6)
= ΠqV (Q)
[
QµQν −
Q2µQ
2
ν
16
− δµν
(
Q2 − Q
4
16
)]
+O((aQ)6), (1.6)
where, in the last equation, we also expand Qˆµ with aQµ = 2pinµ/L. Below the (aQ)2 = 0.7 region,
we ignore higher order contribution than O((aQ)6), which contains the lattice artifact due to using non-
conserved current in this formula. As shown in [63], this effect is negligibly small in this region. In
practice, ΠV (Q) is obtained by fitting lattice data for different combination of Qµ at each Q2 with the
function of Eq.(1.6).
Furthermore we exclude the momentum which has only finite value at one direction above Q2 '
0.2 GeV2 region, such as nexcludeµ =
{
(ni = 1, nt = 0), (ni = 0, nt = 3), (ni = 0, nt = 4), (ni =
2, nt = 0)
}
, except for (ni = 0, nt = 1) and (ni = 0, nt = 2) in the case of 243 × 64 at a−1 = 1.73
GeV, and (ni = 0, nt = 1) at a−1 = 2.23 GeV. As a consequence of the above subtraction, we can
conservatively avoid the lattice artifacts effect.
Estimate of strong coupling constant
The formula of the OPE of the vector VPF is expressed as
ΠV (Q
2) =
c
µ2a2
+ C0(lµ(Q
2), αs) + C
V
m(lµ(Q
2), αs)
m2q
Q2
+ CVq¯q(lµ(Q
2), αs)
〈mq¯q〉
Q4
+ C loopq¯q (lµ(Q
2), αs)
∑
f 〈mf q¯q〉
Q4
+ CGG(lµ(Q
2), αs)
〈
αs
pi GG
〉
Q4
, (1.7)
where αs = αs(µ2) and mq = mq(µ2) at a renormalization scale µ = 2 GeV. Note that we use the
αs and mass renormalization in the MS scheme. The mass renormalization constant is determined non-
perturbatively as ZMSm (µ = 2GeV) = 1.498 in 24
3 × 64 and ZMSm (µ = 2GeV) = 1.527 in 323 × 64 in
Ref. [66]. We also define lµ(Q2) = ln(Q2/µ2). The first term and second term are scheme dependence
and pure QCD perturbation up to N3LO O(α2s) referring to [67, 68]. The third term is proportional to
the quark mass, which is derived from the expansion with respect to m2q , and here we use 3-loop formula
referring to [69]. From the forth term, since these are sub-leading contribution to the VPF, we use the
leading order of Wilson coefficient, CVq¯q = 2, C
loop
q¯q = 0 and CGG = 1/12 [68, 70].
In this calculation, we use four free parameters in the fitting of the VPF, which are c, αs, 〈qq¯〉MS
and 〈αspi GG〉. We perform the simultaneous fitting for all quark masses in each cut-off scale. Figure 1.4
shows the VPF in our ensemble in the fitting Q2 region, 0.93 GeV2<Q2<1.8 GeV2. The accuracy of the
VPF at each momentum is almost subpercent in this fitting region, which is improved by a factor 10 and
more compared to [63]. One sees that the fitting function is in good agreement with our accurate lattice
data within a 1σ statistical error, and thus it turns out that the OPE formula up to N3LO in Eq.(1.7) is
able to precisely describe the q2 dependence of the lattice results above Q2 = 0.9 GeV2.
In Table 1.3, we compare the lattice results obtained in this calculation and previous work by the
JLQCD collaboration [63]. In Ref. [63], they have used the overlap fermion at relatively small volume
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Table 1.3: Result of fitting lattice VPF with OPE formula.
Lattice a−1 GeV αs/pi Λ
(3)
MS
(GeV) −〈qq¯〉1/3
MS
(GeV) 〈αspi GG〉 (GeV4) χ2/dof
243 × 64 1.73 0.08192(39) 0.2486(27) 0.276(11) 0.237(18) 1.8
0.08193(34) 0.2486(24) 0.256[fix] 0.205(3) 2.5
323 × 64 2.23 0.08317(85) 0.2572(58) 0.325(29) 0.741(138) 1.3
0.08196(28) 0.2489(19) 0.256[fix] 0.475(10) 2.7
a→ 0 0.0844(20) 0.265(14) 0.390(68)
JLQCD [63] 1.83 0.0817(6) 0.247(5) 0.242[fix] -0.020(2) 2.8
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Fig. 1.4: VPF in high-Q2 in 243 × 64 lattice (left) and 323 × 64 lattice (right). The different symbols denote the
lattice data at different masses. The solid lines denote the fitting function with OPE formula.
and one lattice spacing, and also the condensate is fixed in computed value in the others. The strong
coupling constant at µ = 2 GeV is consistent between our result and JLQCD, and our results are around
factor 1.5 improved for the 243 lattice. The fitting result with a free chiral condensate also makes an
improvement of χ2/dof, and furthermore which is compatible with 0.256(6) [66] given from hadron
spectroscopy. It is also compatible between different cut-off results, and taking continuum limit for αs
and 〈qq¯〉 increases these values less than 5% for αs and 20–30% for quark condensate. We notice that
the chiral condensate obtained by analysis in the OPE formula is large over 1σ error, although statistical
and systematic errors are still large. It indicates that there is necessary to do more detailed analysis of
systematic uncertainties for 〈qq¯〉. Figure 1.5 shows the comparison with other lattice calculations of the
strong coupling constant at the MZ scale.
Summary
In these proceedings, we present the recent analysis of the vector vacuum polarization function (VPF)
calculated in lattice QCD using domain-wall fermion. In this work, we adopt a new error reduction tech-
nique, so called as All-mode-averaging (AMA), and thus the precise VPF is obtained. For the calculation
of the strong coupling constant, αMSs is given from the OPE formula of the vector VPF in two different
cut-offs, and so that the lattice artifact effect is also taken into account.
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7 αs from the QCD static energy 6
The energy between two static sources in QCD as a function of the separation distance r, i.e. the QCD
static energy E0(r), is a basic object to understand the dynamics of the theory. It can be computed
in perturbation theory at short distances, and it encodes the confining dynamics of QCD at large dis-
tances. There has been a lot of progress, in the last few years, on its evaluation. On the one hand, lattice
computations with 2+1 light-quark flavors have become available [71] in a wide distance range, includ-
ing the short-distance perturbative region; on the other hand, the perturbative evaluation of E0(r) has
reached three-loop accuracy [72–74], and logarithmically enhanced terms have been resummed to high
accuracy [75]. This progress opened the possibility to obtain a determination of αs by comparing the
short-distance part of E0(r) computed on the lattice with the perturbative predictions.
To achieve that, one goes to the short-distance region, where it is expected that perturbation theory
is enough to describe the lattice results, and uses the comparison to find the values of αs that are allowed
by lattice data. This is done by demanding that the agreement of the theoretical predictions with the
lattice data improves when the perturbative order of the computation is increased. In order to perform
this analysis, it is important to remember that the normalization of the lattice result is not physical, but
only its slope is. Therefore, one must either normalize the energy to a certain value at a given distance,
or take a derivative and work directly with the force. This comparison and analyses were performed in
Ref. [27], which is based on the lattice data of Ref. [71], see also Ref. [76] for a summary of all the
perturbative expressions that enter in the analyses. The concrete implementation of the aforementioned
guiding principle to extract αs, of finding values of αs that make the agreement with lattice increase at
higher perturbative orders, is based on the procedure devised in Ref. [77]. Roughly speaking, it consists
on letting the scale in the perturbative expansion vary around its natural value, then fit to the lattice
data points at different perturbative orders, and finally select the values where the reduced χ2 of the fits
decreases when increasing the perturbative order. To estimate the error of the result, which should reflect
the uncertainties due to unknown higher perturbative orders, one considers the difference with the result
for αs obtained at the previous perturbative order, and the spread of values obtained within a given order.
6X. Garcia i Tormo; collaboration with Alexei Bazavov, Nora Brambilla, Péter Petreczky, Joan Soto, and Antonio Vairo on
the work reported here is acknowledged.
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Fig. 1.6: Comparison of the static energy with the lattice data of Ref. [71], red points, at different orders of
perturbative accuracy (see Ref. [76] for a detailed description of which terms enter at each perturbative order).
αs(MZ) = 0.1156 is used for all the curves. All quantities are written in units of the scale parameter r0 =
0.468± 0.004 fm [71].
The final outcome of the analysis is
αs(MZ) = 0.1156
+0.0021
−0.0022, (1.8)
i.e. we obtain an uncertainty of about ±2% for αs at the scale MZ . The extraction is at three-loop
accuracy, including resummation of logarithmically enhanced terms, and uses data in the energy range
between 3 GeV and 0.8 GeV. In Fig. 1.6 we show, for illustration, a comparison of the static energy at
different orders of accuracy with lattice data, using the value of αs in Eq. (1.8).
One difficulty in this analysis is to know whether or not the current lattice data has really reached
the purely perturbative regime, and with enough precision to perform the extraction. To undoubtedly
state this point is not an easy task, but in that regard, the facts that agreement with lattice is indeed found
to improve when increasing the perturbative order, and that the perturbative curves can describe the data
quite well, can be seen as positive evidence that this is the case. In addition, the result is not very sensitive
to the precise upper limit in r that we use for the fits, i.e. using a slightly larger or smaller distance range
the result would be essentially the same. In any case, further studies to verify this point are certainly
warranted. Another important issue is to have a reliable estimate of the systematic discretization errors
for the shorter-distance lattice data points.
An updated analysis, that will carefully and comprehensively address the points mentioned above,
is ongoing and can be expected to appear shortly. In addition, it will also include new lattice data at
shorter distances.
To summarize, the recent progress in the evaluation of the static energy opened the possibility
to obtain a determination of αs by comparing perturbative expressions with lattice data. It constitutes
a novel determination of αs, complementary to other existing extractions. The current value from this
extraction is given in Eq. (1.8), and has a ±2% error. An update of the analysis is ongoing and will
appear in the near future.
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8 The program GAPP and αs 7
The FORTRAN package GAPP [79] (Global Analysis of Particle Properties) computes pseudo-observables
and performs least-χ2 fits in the MS scheme. Fit parameters besides αs andMH include the heavy quark
masses which are determined from QCD sum rule constraints thus affecting and being affected by αs.
This set can be extended to parameters describing physics beyond the Standard Model, such as new
contributions to gauge boson self-energies (oblique parameters), a 4th generation of fermions or extra
neutral gauge bosons. When possible, analytical expressions (or expansions) are used to capture the full
dependence on αs and the other fit parameters.
Z-pole observables from LEP 1 and SLC include the Z-width, ΓZ , hadronic-to-leptonic partial
Z-width ratios, R`, and the hadronic peak cross section, σhad. These are most sensitive to αs by far,
but the weak mixing angle enters and needs to be known independently. Thus, the extracted αs depends
on the set of other, purely electroweak measurements employed in the fits, such as various asymmetries
and experiments exploiting parity violation. There is also explicit αs dependence in the electroweak
observables, most notably in the mass and width of the W -boson, the Higgs boson branching ratios, and
the muon magnetic moment anomaly. The statistical and systematic experimental correlations of ΓZ ,
σhad and the R` are known, small and included. The parametric uncertainties (such as from MH ) are
non-Gaussian but treated exactly. The theoretical errors in ΓZ , σhad, and the R` are identical (except for
those from unknown but very small higher order electroweak and mixed QCD/electoweak effects) and
induce a negligibly small uncertainty in ∆αs(MZ) < 0.0001, as we discuss below.
It is now dominated by the uncertainty induced by uncalculated terms in the massless non-singlet
contribution, which is known up toO(α4s) and where the last known term [21] produced an increase in the
extracted αs(MZ) by 0.00047. As in the case of τ decays, one may opt for either fixed-order perturbation
theory (FOPT) or contour-improved perturbation theory (CIPT) [80], and one take the difference as the
uncertainty (±0.00005) associated with the non-singlet part. (This difference has the opposite sign from
τ decays indicating that the non-singlet expansions behave quite differently in higher orders and the
theory errors can be taken as uncorrelated between Z and τ decay observables.)
The singlet (QCD annihilation) contribution [81, 82] is numerically significant due to the (t, b)-
doublet mass splitting which strongly affects the axial-vector correlator. Failure to include the singlet
pieces would result in a value of αs which be smaller by about 0.003. The NNL order (α4s) terms have
recently been obtained [22], except for those with additional mass suppressions likeM2Z/m
2
t orm
2
b/M
2
Z .
This resulted in a reduction of the extracted αs by 6× 10−5, and removed the previously [78] dominant
theory uncertainty. The remaining unknown terms should not affect αs by more than the 10−5 level.
The global electroweak fit excluding τ decays yields αs(MZ) = 0.1192± 0.0027 (if one restricts
oneself to the Z factories, LEP and SLC, one finds 0.1198 ± 0.0028). These results are expected to
be stronger affected by physics beyond the Standard Model than other αs determinations which is the
primary reason to include another αs constraint in the fits as a control. If the new physics affects only the
gauge boson propagators (oblique corrections) the resulting αs(MZ) = 0.1199+0.0027−0.0030 hardly changes,
while allowing new physics corrections to the Zbb¯-vertex gives the lower αs(MZ) = 0.1167± 0.0038.
As the aforementioned αs control we choose the τ lifetime, ττ , not least because of its transparent
(even if controversial) theory uncertainty. Moreover, τ decay kinematics provides a double zero near the
branch cut of the two-point correlator, mitigating the impact of the region where the operator product
expansion (OPE) is not strictly applicable. And just as Z decays, τ decays are also known [21] to NNNL
order (α4s). Our master formula [83] reads,
τ expt ≡ τ [Bexpte,µ , τ exptdirect] = ~
1− Bexpts
Γtheoe + Γ
theo
µ + Γ
theo
ud
= 291.31± 0.45 fs , (1.9)
7J. Erler; update of the contribution [78] to the Workshop on Precision Measurements of αs [1], Munich, Germany, Feb. 9–
11, 2011.
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where τ exptdirect = 290.6 (1.0) fs is the directly measured τ lifetime [42]. τ [Bexpte,µ ] = 291.49 (0.50) fs is
the combination of indirect determinations, using τ [Be,µ] = ~Bexpte,µ /Γtheoe,µ and the experimental branch-
ing ratios, Bexpte = 0.1783 (4) and Bexptµ = 0.1741 (4), together with their 13% correlation [42]. The
constraint (1.9) translates into a determination of the QCD correction (including non-perturbative correc-
tions) of δQCD = 0.1948± 0.0032. Decays into net strangeness, S, are plagued by the uncertainty in the
MS strange mass, mˆs(mτ ), and a poorly converging QCD series proportional to mˆ2s, so that in Eq. (1.9)
we employ the measured ∆S = −1 branching ratio, Bexpts = 0.0287 (7) [42].
The partial τ -width into light quarks contains logarithmically enhanced electroweak corrections,
S(mτ ,MZ) = 1.01907± 0.0003 [84], and reads (employing FOPT as advocated in Ref. [85]),
Γtheoud =
G2Fm
5
τ |Vud|2
64pi3
S(mτ ,MZ)
(
1 +
3
5
m2τ
M2W
)
× (1.10)(
1 +
αs(mτ )
pi
+ 5.202
α2s
pi2
+ 26.37
α3s
pi3
+ 127.1
α4s
pi4
− 1.393α(mτ )
pi
+ δq
)
,
where δq collects quark condensate, δNP [86], as well as heavy and light quark mass effects. Note, that
δNP is obtained from fits to τ decay spectral functions. There is much activity targeted at improving such
fits and the corresponding error can be expected to decrease in the future due to the inclusion of more
solid theoretical constraints, as well as more precise data (for further reading, see [87] and references
therein). The dominant experimental and theoretical errors are given in the following tables, respectively:
source uncertainty ∆αs(MZ)
∆τ expt ±0.45 fs ∓0.00033
∆Bexpts ±0.0007 ∓0.00015
∆Vud ±0.00015 ∓0.00004
∆mτ ±0.16 MeV ∓0.00002
total 0.00037
source uncertainty based on ∆αs(MZ)
PQCD ∓0.0142 α4s-term +0.00180−0.00145
RGE β4 = ±579 [79] ∓0.0004
δNP ±0.012 [86] ∓0.0013
OPE—— ±0.0008 [88, 89] ∓0.00012
S(mτ ,MZ) ±0.0003 [84] ∓0.00004
total +0.0022−0.0020
The perturbative QCD (PQCD) error dominates and is estimated as the α4s-term in Eq. (1.10). It is re-
calculated in each call in the fits to access its αs-dependence and features asymmetric. It basically covers
the range from the higher values favored by CITP down to the lower ones one obtains from assuming
that the roughly geometric form of FOPT continues. Note that if CIPT is used, the error from the
renormalization group evolution (RGE) parametrized by the unknown 5-loop β-function coefficient, β4,
and part of the PQCD error are correlated. Effects breaking the OPE, OPE——, are estimated by assuming
the instanton motivated functional form [88], Aα−6s exp[−2pi/αs(s0)], and adjusting A to the difference
between the OPE and data curves in Fig. 22 of Ref. [89]. Our result after evolution to the Z-scale is
αs[ττ ] = 0.1192
+0.0022
−0.0020. Adding τ decays as a constraint to the global electroweak fit discussed before
results in the overall value, αs(MZ) = 0.1192± 0.0016.
In conclusion, due to their inclusive nature, bothZ decays and τ decays provide theoretically clean
determinations of αs at N3LO, where the resulting central values are currently in perfect agreement with
each other. It should be mentioned, however, that one of the five chief individual Z pole constraints on
αs, namely σhad, deviates by 1.7 σ from the SM best fit prediction. By itself it would produce a very
small value, αs(MZ) = 0.107± 0.007, thus dragging down the Z pole average.
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9 Uncertainties in the renormalization group evolution of αs 8
Values of αs which are determined at very low energy scales need to be evolved to a common reference
scale (typically taken as the Z boson mass, MZ) where they can be compared. This introduces an
additional (correlated) theoretical uncertainty. Here, we study this uncertainty for the case of τ -decay
extractions and show that it is quite small, but it would be a non-negligible error component for ambitious
αs determinations with errors targets at the few-h level in αs(MZ).
The renormalization group evolution (RGE) of αs is governed by the QCD beta function,
da
d lnµ2
= β(a) = −
∞∑
k=0
βka
k+2
[
with a ≡ αs(µ)
pi
]
. (1.11)
In addition, if a quark threshold is crossed so that the number of active quark flavors, nf , changes, one
needs to consider the associated threshold effects and their uncertainties. The beta function coefficients in
the MS-scheme are known to four-loop precision for a more general gauge theory consisting of a single
gauge group with arbitrary nf , but restricted to only one type of fermion representation [90]. Beyond that,
partial results on the higher order coefficients are available from Ref. [91] where the leading terms in the
large NF expansion have been obtained. However, for the most relevant applications with 3 ≤ NF ≤ 6,
these terms are rather small.
One can also try to make educated guesses at the coefficients of the higher orders. A popular
approach involves Padé approximants, which has been quite successful [92] in predicting β3 in QCD
(before its calculation), but failed in other cases such as QED, in part due to the difficulty to assess
terms involving higher order Casimir invariants. There exists a number of variants, where the so-called
weighted asymptotic Padé approximant prediction (WAPAP) gives rise to the prediction [93],
βWAPAP4 ' 741− 214 nf + 21 n2f − 0.0486 n3f − 0.0018 n4f , (1.12)
(the last term is input to a fit [91]) and thus βWAPAP4 ' 287 (218, 190) for nf = 3 (4, 5), respectively.
We will not use these results, because it is difficult to quantify the uncertainty on such a prediction, and
even less is known on the factorially growing higher order βk for k ≥ 5. But they give a sense of the size
of the truncation error, and agree roughly with what we find below.
To four-loop precision, the LO, NLO, NNLO, and N3LO logarithms have to be summed correctly,
but beyond that both the truncation of the beta function and its solution are subject to ambiguities which
are formally of the same order as the unknown terms in Eq. (1.11). Specifically, without loss of precision
(as it turns out, there is a gain in precision) Eq. (1.11) can be rewritten (by dividing by β(a) and re-
expanding the power series) in a form that can be conveniently integrated, with the result,
1
a¯
− 1
a¯0
+ ln
a¯
a¯0
+
∞∑
k=1
qk+1
k
(a¯k − a¯k0) =
β20
β1
ln
µ2
µ20
[
a¯ ≡ β1
β0
a , a¯0 ≡ β1
β0
αs(µ0)
pi
]
, (1.13)
where the lowest order qi are given by,
q2 ≡ β0β2
β21
− 1, q3 ≡ β
2
0β3
β31
− 2β0β2
β21
+ 1, q4 ≡ β
3
0β4
β41
− 2β
2
0β3
β31
− β
2
0β
2
2
β41
+
3β0β2
β21
− 1. (1.14)
Of course, nullifying all βk with k ≥ 4 will differ formally from nullifying all qk with k ≥ 4 only in
the unknown orders, so that both truncations seem equally valid. We note, however, that the known βk
in the power series (1.11) are all positive for nf < 6 (that is, the cases at hand). Upon truncation this
produces qi of strong combinatorial growth and alternating signs. On the other hand, while it is also true
that qi > 0 for nf < 5, the truncation, inversion and re-expansion of the series now produces strictly
positive signs to all orders (also with combinatorial growth), thus introducing a bias.
8L. de la Cruz, J. Erler
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Eq. (1.13) can be solved for a iteratively, giving the compact closed-form analytical expression,
1
a¯
=
L
a¯0
+ln
[
L+ a¯0 ln(L+ a¯0 lnL) + a¯
2
0q2
L− 1
L
]
+a¯0q2
[
1− 1
L+ a¯0 lnL
]
+a¯20q3
L2 − 1
2L2
, (1.15)
where we defined,
L ≡ 1 + a0β0 ln µ
2
µ20
= 1 + a¯0
β20
β1
ln
µ2
µ20
. (1.16)
Eq. (1.15) may be useful for many practical applications (for example, if one wishes to implement the
contour improved perturbation theory of Ref. [80]). We now compare the results for αs(MZ) corre-
sponding to Eq. (1.13) with qk = 0 (for k > 3) with integrating Eq. (1.11) with βk = 0 (for k > 3), as
well as with Eq. (1.15) and its lower order versions:
approximation qk = 0 (k > 3) βk = 0 (k > 3) Equation (1.15)
LO 0.124 317 0.124 317 0.124 317
NLO 0.118 351 0.118 796 0.118 616
NNLO 0.118 355 0.118 376 0.118 309
NNNLO 0.118 201 0.118 216 0.118 155
For this comparison we ignored threshold effects (see below), but evolved αs from the assumed initial
value a0 = 0.1 at µ0 = mτ in the 3-flavor theory down to mc(mc) = 1.27 GeV and then in the 4-flavor
theory up to mb(mb) = 4.2 GeV and from there with nf = 5 to µ = MZ = 91.1876 GeV. Somewhat
coincidentally, the N3LO effect is very similar in all cases, and one may take it (±1.54 × 10−4) as
the uncertainty in αs(MZ) corresponding to the β-function truncation. Note, that this effect could be
mimicked by β4 ≈ 248 (assuming it was nf -independent and βk = 0 for k > 4) which is of similar size
as βWAPAP4 in Eq. (1.12).
At the quark thresholds, which we identify with the MS masses mc(mc) and mb(mb) quoted
above, one needs to include matching effects, relating a in the theory with nf and nf + 1 active quarks,
respectively. These are known to four-loop order [94],
anf+1 = anf
[
1− 11
72
a2nf − (0.9721− 0.0847nf ) a3nf − (5.100− 1.010nf − 0.022n2f ) a4nf
]
,
(1.17)
which is one loop-order higher than what would be necessary to correctly sum all N3LO logarithms.
Estimating the error associated with the truncation of Eq. (1.17) again as the last calculated term, yields
1.8× 10−4 and 4.2× 10−6 for αs(mc) and αs(mb), respectively. The error budget for αs(MZ) is then,
αs(MZ) = 0.117 967 (154)β (14)c−threshold (1)b−threshold (65)∆mc=±35 MeV (12)∆mb=±24 MeV , (1.18)
where we also indicated the additional error introduced by the imperfect knowledge of the quark masses,
even though these are input and thus not purely theoretical. In total we find an uncertainty in the scale
evolution between mτ (with nf = 3) and MZ (with nf = 5) of about
δRGE α(MZ) = ±0.000 17 (1.19)
10 Electroweak corrections in the determination of αs 9
In the following we briefly summarize the salient features of electroweak (EW) radiative corrections to
processes at e+e− and hadron colliders that are used in precision determinations of the strong coupling
constant αs. In the past, those corrections played a minor role in those processes, but EW corrections
are known to grow large at TeV energies due to enhancements by EW Sudakov and other high-energy
logarithms, so that EW higher-order effects have to be carefully inspected in view of measurements at
the LHC and at future e+e− colliders.
9S. Dittmaier, A. Huss, K. Rabbertz
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Fig. 1.7: Differential thrust distribution normalised to σhad at different CM energies
√
s (upper plots) and corre-
sponding relative corrections (lower plots).
Jet event-shape observables in e+e− colliders
At e+e− colliders the strong coupling constant can be determined upon measuring the 3-jet produc-
tion cross section and related event-shape observables. The QCD corrections, which are known to
next-to-next-to-leading-order including dedicated resummations, comprise the major part of radiative
corrections, but at this level of accuracy EW corrections are relevant as well. In Refs. [95, 96] the next-
to-leading order (NLO) EW corrections to 3-jet observables in e+e− collisions including the quark–
antiquark–photon (qq¯γ) final states were calculated and discussed. The QCD corrections to these final
states are of the same perturbative order as the genuine EW corrections to quark–antiquark–gluon (qq¯g)
final states. Since photons produced in association with hadrons can never be fully isolated, both types
of corrections have to be taken into account.
Exemplarily, in Fig. 1.7 we show the differential thrust distribution normalised to the total hadronic
cross section including NLO EW corrections for a typical LEP2 energy and for an energy of a future
linear collider. The distributions are weighted by (1 − T ), evaluated at each bin centre. The full O(α)
corrections contain the tree-level qq¯γ contribution δγ and the NLO EW contribution δEW, as defined in
Eq. (3) of Ref. [95]. With “weak O(α)” we denote the EW NLO corrections without purely photonic
corrections, and “h.o. LL” indicates the inclusion of the higher-order effects from photonic initial-state
radiation via leading-logarithmic structure functions.
As discussed in Ref. [95] for the Z pole in more detail, large ISR corrections cancel upon nor-
malizing the event-shape distribution to the hadronic cross section, resulting in EW corrections of a few
per cent. Moreover, effects from ISR resummation are largely reduced as well. Note that the photonic
corrections develop a distinctive peak structure of up to 9% in size inside the thrust distribution, an effect
that is a remnant of the radiative return to the Z pole, which is suppressed, but not fully excluded, by
the event-selection cuts. The purely weak corrections are at the per-mille level at LEP energies and only
grow to the per-cent level for linear-collider energies. Results on other event-shape variables, which are
discussed in Ref. [96] in detail, show corrections of the same generic size.
At LEP, data on event-shape distributions and jet cross sections have been corrected for photonic
radiation effects modelled by standard leading-logarithmic parton-shower Monte Carlo programs. After-
wards, it was not possible to reanalyze data again including the full NLO EW corrections. At a future
linear collider, where the corrections become larger and, in particular, the weak corrections reach some
per cent, the full NLO EW corrections plus leading higher-order effects from initial-satte radiation should
be taken into account in predictions.
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(a) The EW corrections (solid red) broken up into weak
one-loop corrections ofO(α2sαw) (dotted blue) and tree-
level contributions of O(αsα, α2) (dashed green).
(b) The three correction factors entering the theory–data
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Fig. 1.8: The correction factors to the transverse-momentum distribution for inclusive jet production at the LHC
with a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7 TeV and for the lowest rapidity bin |y| < 0.5 (taken from Ref. [98]).
Jet production at hadron colliders
The NLO results on hadronic jet production shown here are based on the calculation of the weak radiative
correction to dijet production presented in Ref. [97] and its extension to inclusive-jet production [98].
Corrections at this order have been previously calculated for the inclusive-jet case in Ref. [99], and
preliminary results to dijet production were shown in Ref. [100]. The EW corrections to the production
of three jets at hadron colliders are currently unknown, however, significant cancellations of the EW
corrections are expected in the cross section ratio σpp→3jets/σpp→2jets, which is important in the αs
determination.
The EW interaction not only affects the jet-production cross section through radiative corrections,
but also via the exchange of EW gauge bosons already at leading order (LO). To this end, we define the
correction factor KtreeEW , which is given by the ratio of the LO contributions of O(αsα, α2) with respect
to the LO QCD prediction of order α2s . Motivated by the known enhancement of EW corrections in
the high-energy domain, we have restricted our investigation at NLO to the purely weak corrections,
which will be denoted by α2sαw in the following with the corresponding correction factor K
1−loop
weak . The
remaining photonic corrections were separated in a gauge-invariant manner and are expected to give
contributions at or below the per-cent level.
Although the weak radiative corrections are small in inclusive quantities, their contribution to
kinematic distributions grows towards higher scales and can reach ∼ 10% in the TeV range for trans-
verse jet momenta pT (see Fig. 1.8(a)). The tree-level EW contributions display corrections of the same
generic size but with the opposite sign at the LHC, leading to significant cancellations between KtreeEW
and K1−loopweak . However, aside from being cut-sensitive, this cancellation is purely accidental and should
not be mistaken to be a general property of the EW corrections. In Fig. 1.8(b) the EW corrections
KEW = K
tree
EW · K1−loopweak are compared to the different correction factors that enter the theory–data
comparison shown in Fig. 1.9. Although the non-perturbative (NP) corrections become negligible in the
tails of the distributions, where the EW corrections are most pronounced, the dominant contributions
are still given by the NLO QCD corrections. Figure 1.9 illustrates the impact of the EW corrections
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Fig. 1.9: The theory–data comparison for the rapidity bin |y| < 0.5 illustrated in terms of ratios with respect to the
NLO QCD prediction obtained with the CT10-NLO PDF set. On the left, only NP correction factors are taken
into account in this ratio, and on the right also the EW corrections (taken from Ref. [98]).
to the theory–data comparison in terms of ratios with respect to the NLO QCD prediction: In the left
plot the data points were only corrected for NP effects, whereas in the right plot the EW corrections
are also accounted for. A small shift due to the EW corrections is noticeable, but their impact is below
the current experimental and theoretical uncertainties. However, these corrections will certainly become
more relevant once the collision energy of the LHC is increased to
√
s = 13−14 TeV and with higher
luminosity. A more detailed discussion of the theory–data comparison for the inclusive-jet distributions
and the results for the other rapidity bins (0.5 ≤ |y| < 2.5) are given in Ref. [98].
Unlike the pT spectra, the tails of the dijet invariant mass M12 distributions do not probe the
Sudakov regime, where all the scales are simultaneously much larger than the gauge-boson masses,
but are dominated by the Regge-like regime of forward scattering. As a consequence, the corrections
to the M12 distributions turn out to be generally smaller by at least a factor of two compared to the
corresponding reach in the pT distributions. A detailed discussion of this difference together with results
on the dijet invariant mass distributions can be found in Ref. [97].
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Chapter 2
The top-quark mass
1 Summary onmt
The top-quark is the heaviest elementary particle currently known and its mass is a fundamental param-
eter of quantum chromodynamics. Its numerical value not only affects theory predictions of collider
cross sections required in the endeavor of exploring the Higgs boson properties or in searching for new
physics phenomena. Owing to its large value of the order of the electroweak scale the top quark mass
has also direct impact on the Higgs sector of the Standard Model, and on extrapolations of the model
up to high scales. The stability of the electroweak vacuum, i.e., requiring a well-defined minimum of
the scalar potential that breaks the electroweak symmetry, depends crucially on the precise numerical
value of mt. Thus, the top-quark mass provides input to an important test of the self-consistency of the
Standard Model.
During the past almost two decades since the discovery of the top-quark, the mass parameter mt has
been measured in a variety of ways. The most precise determinations of mt have been achieved exper-
imentally from kinematical reconstruction of the measured top-quark decay products. As a caveat, this
measurement has not been linked so far in an unambiguous manner to a Lagrangian top-quark mass in
a specific renormalization scheme employed in the Standard Model. In order to achieve measurements
of the Lagrangian top-quark mass, several suggestions for appropriate observables together with their
dependence on the mass parameter in a theoretically well-defined renormalization scheme have been
made in the recent past. Most of these methods have been discussed at the workshop and it has become
apparent that this task has to address both QCD corrections in perturbation theory as well as the influence
of non-perturbative effects. The latter are related partly to the fact that the top is a colored unstable object
such that that its identification after the decay through leptons, jets and missing ET involves low-energy
color exchange, and partly to the complicated soft environment due to the hadronic initial state. Some
non-perturbative effects are also specific to the observable under consideration, e.g., power corrections
in the definition of particular jet event shape variables, the impact of parton distributions or of αs, and so
on.
In summary, it has become clear during the workshop, that coherent action regarding the precision and the
interpretation ofmt measurements is needed. Two such topics were identified during the discussion. The
first issue concerns the definition of themt parameter in the Monte-Carlo generators used in the Tevatron
and the LHC analyses and their interpretation in theory, i.e., the relation of those mt measurements from
kinematically reconstructed top-quark decays to a Lagrangian mass in a given renormalization scheme.
The second topic concerns the validation of Monte Carlo tools, in particular a comparison of the MC
mass definition with well-defined theoretical calculations for events in differential kinematics.
Top mass definition of Tevatron and LHC results
The latest experimental combinations of top mass measurements at the LHC and the Tevatron [44, 101]
include a statement like the following, regarding the mass definition that is used for the input measure-
ments: “In all measurements considered in the present combination, the analyses are calibrated to the
Monte Carlo (MC) top-quark mass definition. It is expected that the difference between the MC mass
definition and the formal pole mass of the top quark is up to the order of 1 GeV (see Refs. [102,103] and
references therein).”
Both references [102,103] refer to the arguments and conclusions made by A. Hoang and I. Stewart [104]
in proceedings to workshops in 2008. However, in our discussion at the workshop it became clear that
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the message of the original work was partly lost in translation. A more appropriate description of the
content of Ref. [104] is as follows:
“The uncertainty on the translation from the MC mass definition to a theoretically well defined short-
distance mass definition at a low scale is currently estimated to be of the order of 1 GeV [104].”
We recommend that future experimental publications use a description that is consistent with this sen-
tence. In the following we describe the line of reasoning of Ref. [104], clarify the statements made on the
uncertainty being “of the order of 1 GeV” and quantify the additional theoretical uncertainty originating
from the conversion of the short-distance mass to pole mass.
The arguments made by Ref. [104] are based on earlier work [105,106] on the invariant mass distribution
of reconstructed boosted top quarks in e+e− collisions (at NLO+NLL order). In Ref. [105, 106] it
was shown that the distribution in the peak region which is highly sensitive to the top mass can be
factorized into a hard function, a universal jet function and a soft non-perturbative function. The jet and
soft functions affect the shape of the distribution including the peak position while the hard function
affects the norm. The factorization entails a full treatment of the color flow (such that the reconstructed
top object is fully color neutral), of hadronization effects and a systematic summation of perturbative
collinear and soft large logarithms involving the hard interaction scale, the top mass and the hadronization
scale. The merit of this factorization is that in each factor separately the top quark mass dependence can
be analytically controlled in a fully coherent and transparent way. This allows one to systematically
implement proper short-distance mass schemes that avoid the spurious higher-order renormalon effects
of the pole-mass. It was found in particular that the soft function is top mass independent (such that
information on it can be obtained from massless jet distributions), that the hard function is governed by a
top mass at the hard scale and that the jet function is governed by a top mass at the scale of the top quark
width Γt. The latter low-scale top mass definition is tied to virtual as well as to real radiation corrections
related to the color neutralization of the reconstructed top mass system. Because measurements of the
top invariant mass distribution mostly provide information on the shape and the peak position of the
distribution and not on its norm, it is the low-scale top mass contained in the jet function that can be
measured from data on the reconstructed top invariant mass distribution. This means that the MS mass
cannot be directly determined from a kinematic reconstruction observable. However, it is possible to
define a different short-distance mass that is more suitable for this type of observable.
In Ref. [104] four arguments were made:
(1) The most precise top mass measurements at the LHC and the Tevatron are and were essentially
fits based on multi-observable analyses. In these analyses effectively a high weight is assigned to
the top invariant mass distribution because it is the most sensitive and direct way to access precise
quantitative information on the mass of the top system.
(2) In proton-proton collisions for reconstructed high-pT top quarks the invariant mass distribution
with properly defined top jet cones can be theoretically factorized in a way having features com-
mon to the e+e− case. The factorization is more complicated due to the initial state partons and
because one has to impose a veto on additional hard non-top jets. Moreover the distribution is fur-
ther affected by hadron collider specifics such as the underlying event or pile up issues. However,
the shape of the invariant mass distribution in the top mass sensitive peak region is described by
the jet function from the e+e− case. So differences to the e+e− distribution in the peak region
concern the normalization and the effects of soft top mass independent non-perturbative effects.
Assuming that the non-perturbative effects can be quantified, measurements of the reconstructed
top invariant mass distribution allow to measure the low-scale top quark mass known from the
e+e− factorization [105, 106].
(3) There is an analogy of the factorization supplemented by the summation of collinear and soft
logarithms for the top quark invariant mass distribution and the components for hard interaction,
partons shower and hadronization model contained in the MC description. It is known that the
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mMSR(1) mMSR(3) mMSR(9) m(m) mpl1lp m
pl
2lp m
pl
3lp m
pl
1lp m
pl
2lp m
pl
3lp
172.52 172.20 171.58 162.62 170.14 171.75 172.25 172.52 172.67 172.78
172.72 172.40 171.78 162.81 170.34 171.95 172.45 172.72 172.87 172.98
172.92 172.60 171.98 163.00 170.54 172.15 172.65 172.92 173.07 173.18
173.12 172.80 172.18 163.19 170.73 172.35 172.85 173.12 173.27 173.38
173.32 173.00 172.38 163.38 170.93 172.55 173.05 173.32 173.47 173.58
173.52 173.20 172.58 163.57 171.13 172.75 173.25 173.52 173.67 173.78
173.72 173.40 172.78 163.76 171.33 172.95 173.45 173.72 173.87 173.98
173.92 173.60 172.98 163.95 171.53 173.15 173.65 173.92 174.07 174.18
174.12 173.80 173.18 164.14 171.72 173.35 173.85 174.12 174.27 174.38
174.32 174.00 173.38 164.33 171.92 173.55 174.05 174.32 174.47 174.58
174.52 174.20 173.58 164.52 172.12 173.74 174.25 174.52 174.67 174.78
Table 2.1: Top quark MSR and MS masses at different scales converted at O(α3s) for αs(MZ) = 0.1185.
Columns 5-7 show the 1, 2 and 3 loop pole masses converted from the MS mass m(m). Columns 8-10 show the
1, 2 and 3 loop pole masses converted from the MSR mass mMRS(3 GeV). All numbers are given in GeV units.
invariant mass distribution in the peak region is very sensitive to all these components. Moreover
the energy scales involved in the MC description (hard interaction scale, shower cutoff Λc and non-
perturbative scale) are numerically compatible with the corresponding scales in the factorization
for the invariant mass distribution in the peak region of Refs. [105, 106].
(4) Real emission and virtual collinear effects play an important role for the definition of the mass
parameter within the factorization. Likewise real emission effects, details of the parton shower
implementation and the extent to which virtual effects are accounted for determine the physical
meaning of the mass parameter in the MC. Because the shower cut provides a strict IR cutoff for
soft low-momentum effects, the MC top mass is related to a low-scale short-distance mass and not
the pole mass. It was therefore concluded that the MC top quark mass parameter is closely related
to the low-scale top quark mass in the jet function, i.e. to the mass parameter that can be measured
from the factorization for the invariant mass distribution in the peak region
The statements of item (2) are supported by upcoming results reported on in Refs. [107, 108].
The statements of item (4) still need to be quantitatively checked by dedicated comparisons of MC and
factorization descriptions to be conducted in the future for observables at the hadron level. Comparisons
at the hadron level are essential in this context since the separation of partonic and hadronic effects in
MC generators (related to shower cut and hadronization model) is not compatible to the one usually used
in analytic calculations (related to perturbative regularization schemes). The fact that the many different
MC based top quark mass analyses, even if they are not based on the top invariant mass distribution, lead
to compatible MC top mass measurements, support the view that a quantitative relation between the MC
top mass and a low-scale short-distance top mass might be established in a reliable way.
Assuming that the line of arguments made above is complete and that the MC mass can indeed be
associated to a well defined mass scheme, Hoang and Stewart related the Pythia MC top quark mass
parametermMCt to the MSR massm
MSR
t (R) (see [109]), which is a scale-dependent short-distance mass
that provides a valid mass definition at low-scales much below the mass and smoothly interpolates to the
MS mass for scales larger than the mass:
mMCt = m
MRS
t (3
+6
−2 GeV) . (2.1)
For each choice of R the MSR mass mMSRt (R) represents a different mass definition, and the variable
R allows to smoothly vary between them. The quoted scale uncertainty is an estimate of the conceptual
uncertainty that is currently contained in this relation. This uncertainty might also be thought of to be
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associated to unknown higher order corrections in the relation Eq. (2.1), but it should be emphasized that
these corrections are likely not calculable since a complete analytic control of the MC machinery is out
of question. Moreover, the exact physical definition of the MC mass can depend on details of how the
parton shower, the shower cut and the hadronization model are implemented (see, e.g. [110]).
Numerically the conceptual scale uncertainty quoted on the right hand side of Eq. (2.1) refers to a numer-
ical uncertainty in the MRS top mass “of the order of 1 GeV” as can be seen from Tab. 2.1 and as was
summarized in the quoted statement above. Future concrete analyses should aim to test this relation, to
quantify better the size of the conceptual uncertainty and to make it more precise. From the Tevatron top
mass average mtevt = 172.6± 0.8± 1.1 GeV from Ref. [111] Hoang and Stewart then calculated the top
MS mass using O(α3s) QCD perturbation theory and resummation as mt(mt) = 163.0 ± 1.3+0.6−0.3 GeV,
where the asymmetric errors were related to the conceptual uncertainty given in Eq. (2.1). In Tab. 2.1 in
each line numerical values for the conversion at O(α3s) are shown for the top MSR mass defined at the
scales R = 1, 3 and 9 GeV and the MS mass mt(mt) for αs(MZ) = 0.1185 with nf = 5 flavors. For
the MSR mass, the spread in values coming from the range of scales assumed in Eq. (2.1) can be quan-
tified (Tab. 2.1, column 1-3) and the numerical value for the MS mass corresponding to mMRSt (3 GeV)
is quoted (Tab. 2.1, column 4). Also displayed are pole mass values at 1-, 2- and 3-loop order for fixed-
order conversions. As can be seen, the numerical values of the pole mass are strongly dependent on
the order of perturbation theory (a well-known fact, indeed), but also carry a significant dependence
on the scale, where this conversion is performed. Shown are conversions mt(mt) → mpl with using
µ = mt(mt) (Tab. 2.1, column 5-7) and mMRSt (3 GeV) → mpl using µ = 3 GeV (Tab. 2.1, column
8-10). Those differences can be sizeable and have not been addressed at all yet in the interpretation that
the experimental measurements of the top mass in Refs. [44, 101] refer to the pole mass.
Comparing MC mass definition with well-defined theoretical calculations
At the workshop we agreed that the approach of studying top-mass related observables as a function of
kinematic event variables [112,113] promises to be a useful method to improve the understanding of top
mass interpretation. An example from CMS [113] for two such variables is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Even without looking at the data, a comparison between the prediction by the default MC tool used in
the experiment and a well-defined higher order QCD calculation as a function of several event variables
would allow to quantify possible differences in mass definition. If there are significant differences due
to QCD effects, these differences are not expected to be constant in all corners of phase space. A good
agreement as a function of several relevant variables would be a strong indication that effects are well
modeled. Again, it is important to stress the comparison be carried out at the hadron-level. For observ-
ables with small hadronization corrections, hadron-level and parton-level predictions are expected to be
very similar, but given the anticipated precision in the top-quark mass of less than 1 GeV, full control
over the hadronization corrections will unavoidably become important.
In summary, testing the MC mass definition with well-defined theoretical calculations will become more
precise as more MC and data statistics become available.
2 Top mass measurements at the LHC 1
Thanks to the copious production of top quarks at the LHC [114], the excellent performance of the
LHC detectors, and the availability of advanced theoretical calculations and Monte Carlo tools, the AT-
LAS [115] and CMS [116] collaborations have been able to study top quark properties and the mech-
anism of their production and decay with unprecedented detail and precision. Already with the 7 TeV
dataset, LHC measurements of the top quark mass have reached a precision comparable to the latest
Tevatron results.
1M. Mulders
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Fig. 2.1: Left: Dependence of the measured top mass observable on the transverse momentum of the hadronically
decaying top [113]. Right: Dependence of the measured top mass observable on the transverse momentum of the
tt¯ pair [113].
LHC combination and World Average
The ATLAS and CMS collaborations provided an updated combination of their most precise top mass
measurements available as of September 2013 [101]. This combination relies on a proper understand-
ing of the systematic uncertainties assigned to the measurements by both experiments, and correlations
between them. These uncertainties and their correclations were studied and discussed in detail in the
framework of the TOPLHC Working Group (TOPLHCWG), involving experts in experimental and the-
oretical aspects of the top mass determination. Only the most precise LHC results were considered for
the combination, and they are summarized together with the combined result in Fig. 2.2(left).
During the MITP workshop, CERN and Fermilab announced the first joint measurement of the
top quark mass, adding the most precise measurements of the CDF and DZERO collaborations obtaining
the first 4-experiment top mass measurement, illustrated in Fig. 2.2(right) and yieldingmtop = 173.34±
0.76 GeV [44].
Please note that the input measurements are conventional top mass measurements, using full re-
construction of the tt¯ events to extract the top mass from the invariant mass of its decay products. They
rely on the use of MC simulation and are designed to yield the value of the input MC top mass parameter
that gives the best agreement between the experimental observables in data and MC simulation.
Shortly after the MITP workshop, the CMS collaboration released the world’s most precise single
measurement of the top-quark mass in the semileptonic decay channel, using the experiment’s full sample
of data at 8 TeV. Combined with the previous CMS results, this gives a mass of 172.22±0.73 GeV [113].
New approaches and alternative techniques
Several alternative techniques to extract the top quark mass are also being explored at the LHC. They
include extraction of the top “pole” mass from the inclusive tt¯ cross-section [18], which is predicted at
NNLO precision [118]. An alternative approach that has been proposed and may lead to superior ultimate
precision is the extraction from the tt¯+jet cross-section, discussed elsewhere in these proceedings. No
results using this method have been released at the LHC thus far.
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Fig. 2.2: Left: Summary of input mass measurements of the latest LHC top mass average and the combined
result. The LHC combination with the separated iJES uncertainty is shown in blue and compared to the latest
Tevatron result, which is shown in red [101]. Right: Summary of the top mass results of the four experimental
collaborations ATLAS, CDF, CMS and DZERO in the first ever joint measurement involving experiments from
Fermilab and CERN [44].
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Fig. 2.3: Summary of mass measurements by CMS using alternative measurement techniques, compared to the
combination of standard measurements [117].
Another technique pursued is to use the transverse decay length (Lxy) of B hadrons in the b-jets
from top quark decay. Pioneered by the CDF collaboration, this method can give relevant statistical
precision at the LHC. However, the transverse boost of the b jets relies strongly on the top production
modeling, in particular modeling of the top transverse momentum spectrum. This is the limiting uncer-
tainty, of order 2-3 GeV, in the latest CMS measurement [119]. The same top modeling uncertainty has
a far smaller effect on a Lorentz-invariant quantity such as the invariant mass of the top decay products,
where the effect on the measured top mass is estimated to be of the order of 200 MeV [113].
A third alternative technique presented by the CMS collaboration uses the measured end points of
various observables, including the invariant mass of the lepton and b-jet mlb from top decay [120]. By
using only the endpoint of the distributions, the sensitivity to certain systematic uncertainties is different
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than for standard techniques. Also, the endpoint can be calculated analytically (using a narrow-width
picture) allowing this analysis to report a top mass that does not rely on MC simulation and is therefore
not using the MC mass definition. This study also includes a MC calibration for illustration, showing
that the difference between the purely analytical mass used in the endpoint calculation and the full MC
mass is of the order of 300±300 (stat) MeV.
A summary of the measurements by CMS using alternative techniques is shown in Fig. 2.3. The
alternative measurements are in good agreement with the combined result of the standard CMS measure-
ments, within measurement precision.
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Fig. 2.4: Left: Correlation between the fitted b-jet energy scale factor and the extracted top mass, in the ATLAS
3D template fit [121]. Right: Fitted mlb distribution in data, in the di-lepton decay channel. The inset shows a -2
log likelihood profile as a function of the fitted top quark mass. [122]
At the same time the ATLAS collaboration achieved a major milestone with a conventional top
mass measurement in the lepton+jets channel, demonstrating for the first time that it is possible to fit
both the light-quark jet energy scale and the b-jet energy scale in-situ in tt¯ events using a 3-dimensional
template fit [121]. The fit uses the invariant mass of the hadronically decaying W in the events, and the
transverse momentum balance between b-tagged and non-b-tagged jets. Fig. 2.4(left) shows the strong
correlation between the fitted relative b-jet energy scale factor, and the extracted top mass. With further
increase in statistics, this method promises to provide a strong handle on the jet energy scale calibration,
still one of the limiting experimental uncertainties.
Finally, another recent result by ATLAS shows that with the large top quark samples at the LHC,
the statistical uncertainty is no longer an important limitation even in the di-leptonic decay channel,
and a basic but robust observable such as mlb the invariant mass of the lepton from W decay and the
corresponding b-jet, as shown in Fig 2.4(right) can yield a precise and competitive top mass measure-
ment [122].
Prospects for top mass measurements at the LHC
The large samples of top quark events at the LHC allow to study the dependence of the top mass observ-
able as a function of event kinematics. In Fig. 2.3(right) one example is shown of the measured top mass
observable as a function of the pseudo-rapidity of the b-jet from the hadronically decaying top quark. A
comprehensive study was performed by CMS, monitoring the behaviour of the top mass observable as
a function of 12 different variables, looking for any corner in phase space where the MC models might
disagree with the data [112, 113]. No disagreements were found with the current statistical precision.
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With further increase in LHC integrated luminosity, methods like the 3D template fit can be used
to further reduce experimental uncertainties on jet reconstruction while studies of the dependence of
the top mass observable on other variables are expected to allow to get a handle on other theoretical
uncertainties such as the modeling of radiation and non-perturbative QCD effects.
Figure 2.5(right) shows projections for possible improvements in experimental precision in the
measurements of the top mass, in several steps of additional integrated luminosity of LHC data. With the
methods outlined above, it may be possible to reach an experimental precision of about 0.2 GeV [123].
These estimates do not include an uncertainty for the translation of the measured MC mass to a well-
defined theoretical mass definition.
3 Determinations of the top-quark pole mass from measurements of the total cross
section 2
A determination of the top-quark mass in a known and well-defined mass scheme can be obtained from
a comparison of a measurement of the total top-pair production cross section to a theoretical calculation
using a given mass scheme such as the pole mass or the MS scheme [124]. Such measurements have
been performed recently by the experimental collaborations at the Tevatron and the LHC [18, 125–127]
as well as by theorists [128, 129]. In this contribution, the extraction of the pole mass from [128] is
updated by including the complete next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) corrections [118, 130, 131]
and taking recent experimental results into account. The prospects and limits of the method are also
briefly discussed. In addition to the top-quark mass, the theoretical prediction of the total cross section
within perturbative QCD depends also on the strong coupling constant αa and the parton distribution
functions (PDFs). Here several PDF sets with their default αs values will be used and the resulting
differences are treated as theoretical uncertainty. A report on the determination of the MS-mass and the
inclusion of the top-quark mass in an PDF fit [13] is given elsewhere in these proceedings.
In practice, the top-quark extraction is complicated by the fact that the measurement of the total
2C. Schwinn
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cross section relies on Monte-Carlo simulations using an input top mass mMCt , resulting in a dependence
of the measured total cross section on the Monte-Carlo input mass. We employ the method described
in [126] where the top-quark mass is obtained by maximizing the joined likelihood function
f(mt) =
∫
fth(σ|mt) · fexp(σ|mt)dσ , (2.2)
where fth is a normalized Gaussian distribution centered on the theoretical prediction of the cross section,
fth(σ|mt) = 1√
2pi∆σth
tt¯
(mt)
exp
[
−
(
σ − σthtt¯ (mt)
)2
2(∆σth
tt¯
(mt))2
]
. (2.3)
Following [126], the theoretical uncertainty ∆σthtt¯ is obtained by adding the error estimate of the pertur-
bative calculation linearly to the 68% CL PDF+αs uncertainty. (The effect of including the perturbative
uncertainty with a rectangular instead of a Gaussian distribution has found to be small, see e.g. [18].) The
distribution fexp is defined in a similar way, with the central value and width of the Gaussian given by
the measured cross section, σexp
tt¯
(mt), and the total experimental error, ∆σ
exp
tt¯
(mt). Here it is assumed
that the Monte-Carlo input mass mMCt is equal to the pole mass mt, the resulting systematic uncertainty
is discussed below. The top-quark mass is then extracted from the maximum of the likelihood function
(2.2), with the error obtained from the 68% area around the maximum. The theoretical cross section
σthtt¯ (mt) will be fit by a function of the form
σthtt¯ (mt) =
(
172.5
mt
)4 (
c0 + c1(mt − 172.5) + c2(mt − 172.5)2 + c3(mt − 172.5)3
)
pb , (2.4)
where all the masses are given in GeV. As a default, the full NNLO prediction [118, 130, 131] is used
that is incorporated in the public programs TOP++ V2.0 [132], HATHOR V1.5 [133] and TOPIXS
V2.0 [134], where TOP++ adds soft-gluon resummation at next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL)
accuracy and TOPIXS further includes combined soft and Coulomb-gluon NNLL resummation. Resum-
mation has a minor impact on the central value but further reduces the theoretical uncertainty of the
perturbative cross-section prediction to the 4%-level which is of the same order as the PDF+αs uncer-
tainty. The numerical results used here have been obtained with TOPIXS. For the LHC at
√
s = 8 TeV
the coefficients in the fit (2.4) for the MSTW08 PDFs [10] and the NNLO approximation are obtained as
c0 = 244.81±15.21±10.61, c1 = −(1.5565±0.1017±0.0503), c2 = (5.7081±0.3852±0.1411)×10−3,
c3 = −(1.4646± 0.1118± 0.0392))× 10−5 where the first error denotes the total theory error and the
second the 68% CL PDF+αs error.
Table 2.2 shows a collection of recent measurements of the total cross section providing a pa-
rameterization of the dependence of the measured cross section on the Monte-Carlo input mass. The
slope of the extracted cross section at mMCt = 172.5 is quoted in the third column of the table. The
table shows the pole mass extracted using the procedure discussed above for a selection of PDF sets.
For definiteness the fixed-order NNLO prediction has been used for the theoretical predictions. The re-
sults for the pole mass obtained with the MSTW08, CT10 [14], NNPDF2.3 [135] agree with each other
within uncertainties, and are also in good agreement with the world average 173.34± 0.76 GeV from
direct measurements [44]. The ABM11 results at the Tevatron are consistent with the other PDF sets
while there is a larger difference at the LHC as also noted in [129]. It is seen that the recent ATLAS
measurement [139] has the weakest dependence on the input Monte-Carlo mass which translates into the
smallest uncertainty of the top mass. We therefore use this measurement to investigate further current
and potential future improvements of the method. First, replacing the NNLO prediction by the resummed
NNLL+NNLO calculation from [134] results in the value
mt = 174.2
+3.6
−3.9 GeV (2.5)
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Table 2.2: Experimental cross-section measurements providing the dependence on mMCt and the resulting values
for the pole mass obtained using the NNLO prediction for several PDF sets. The result for the mass is given in
GeV.
Ref. σtt¯ (172.5)/pb
1
σtt¯
dσtt¯(172.5)
dmMCt
mMSTWt m
CT10
t m
NNPDF
t m
ABM
t
D0 [136] 7.56+0.63−0.56 −1.1% GeV−1 170.7+5.9−6.8 172.5+6.2−7.8 171.8+5.4−5.8 168.2+5.7−6.2
ATLAS [137](7 TeV) 179.0+11.8−11.7 −0.75% GeV−1 171.3+5.5−5.6 171.7+6.7−6.8 172.0+5.5−5.5 161.8+4.8−4.9
CMS [138](7 TeV) 161.9+6.7−6.7 −0.80% GeV−1 175.9+6.5−5.5 176.5+8.5−6.8 176.7+6.7−5.4 165.8+4.3−4.3
ATLAS [139](8 TeV) 237.7+11.3−11.3 −0.26% GeV−1 174.0+4.1−4.5 174.3+4.9−5.4 174.8+4.1−4.4 166.4+3.7−4.0
CMS [140] (8 TeV) 239+13.1−13.1 −0.90% GeV−1 174.8+7.0−5.7 175.8+7.5−5.7 175.8+7.3−5.8 165.0+4.8−4.2
where the MSTW08 PDF set has been used. This result and the uncertainty are consistent with the
value mt = 177.9+4.1−3.6 GeV obtained in [18]. This shows that the current precision of the top-mass
measurement from the total cross section is limited to the ±2% level. This uncertainty as well as that
quoted in Table 2.2 does not include the systematic uncertainty from identifyingmMCt with the pole mass
in the experimental measurement. Due to the weak mMCt -dependence of the measurement from [139], a
difference mt −mMCt = ±1 GeV translates into a shift of only ∆mt = ±0.1 GeV.
To investigate potential further improvements, consider first the case of a hypothetical measure-
ment with the same central value and error as [139] but without any mMCt dependence. This would
only lead to a moderate reduction of the uncertainty to +3.3− 3.6 GeV. Similar values are obtained
assuming a future reduction of the experimental uncertainty by one-half. To obtain a significantly im-
proved sensitivity therefore requires further improvements in the theoretical predictions and PDF+αs
uncertainty. With a very optimistic assumption of a future reduction of both experimental and theoretical
uncertainties by one-half one finds a reduction of the uncertainty to the 1%, level, ∆mt ∼ ±1.9 GeV. An
experimental study of future prospects [141] found a potential improvement to the ∆mt ∼ ±1.0 GeV
level assuming similar improvements on the theoretical and experimental uncertainties and no depen-
dence of the measured cross section on mMCt . Therefore the top-mass determination from the total cross
section measurement will not be able to reach the sensitivity of direct methods in the future, but will be
useful for consistency checks with more precise but theoretically less clean measurements.
4 Top quark mass determination from kinematic distributions 3
The study of kinematic distributions to measure the top quark mass is another promising opportunity
which has to be explored at the upcoming LHC run. It allows to contrast uncertainties obtained from
other methods and helps revealing possible missing systematics in the mt extraction. Evidently, those
kinematic distributions have to fulfill requirements which apply to other precision observables: They
have to be calculable to higher orders in perturbation theory, their experimental signature should be as
clean as possible, and their sensitivity to mt has to be sufficiently strong. Other important requirements
are weak dependence on non-perturbative effects such as hadronization and underlying events. A few
suitable observables have been identified in the literature (see e.g. [142–146]) and their use for a mt
determination has been investigated. Depending on the details of these studies projected uncertainties in
the range of ±1..2 GeV are found, values which are highly competitive with other extraction methods.
Their power typically draws from sensitivity to kinematic boundaries and from being relatively insensi-
tive to uncertainties of the production dynamics such as pdfs, threshold corrections or underlying event.
However, it has to be pointed out that none of these observables were used in analyses of Tevatron data,
and LHC experiments are only beginning to use kinematic distributions to measure the top quark mass.
Hence, a test under fully realistic conditions and a confirmation of the promised low uncertainties is still
outstanding. This emphasizes the importance of studies which are precise and realistic, and which allow
3M. Schulze, fruitful discussions with Jan Winter on the template method are acknowledged.
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quoting reliable uncertainties.
At present, any infrared-save kinematic distribution of the top quark decay products in tt¯ production can
be predicted at next-to-leading order accuracy. Important effects such as spin correlations, corrections to
the decay dynamics and finite width contributions are under good theoretical control. Also, hadronization
of b-jets can be modeled by B-meson fragmentation functions or through a subsequent parton shower
approximation. In the near future one can even expect next-to-next-to-leading order QCD predictions for
differential distributions, as all basic ingredients for such a calculation are available [118,147–149]. This
will further reduce the theoretical scale uncertainties from about ±10% at NLO QCD to approximately
±5% at NNLO QCD. In the following sections we review a few proposals for measuring the top quark
mass from kinematic distributions at the LHC.
J/ψ method
In Ref. [150] Kharchilava pointed out that the top quark mass may be measured to high precision in the
exclusive final state pp→ tt¯→ b(→ J/ψ) W+(→ `+ν) b¯(→ `−+X) W−(→ jj) with the additional
requirement of a leptonic decay of the J/ψ meson. In this case the invariant mass of the reconstructed
J/ψ and the lepton from the W boson of the same top quark can be measured to high precision and
with good sensitivity to mt. Furthermore, the combinatorial background is very low and the observable
is independent of jet energy scale uncertainties. The only drawback of this method is the small cross
section due to the required leptonic branching fractions. It is expected that an integrated luminosity of
at least 100 fb−1 needs to be accumulated for a precise measurement [150]. Dropping the requirement
of the leptonic decay of the b¯-quark increases the combinatorial background and might allow for a less
precise determination with only 20 fb−1 [151].
More detailed studies of this method have been performed in Refs. [152, 153] using the parton showers
PYTHIA [154] and HERWIG [155] for the top quark decay process t → Wb. For simplicity only
the invariant mass of the lepton and the B-meson (decaying into a J/ψ) has been considered. This
approximation is expected to be good since the decay of B-mesons into J/ψ-mesons is well understood
from experiments at B-factories. The top quark mass is then extracted from a linear fit of mt to the
first moment of the invariant mass of lepton and B-meson, 〈m`B〉. Ref. [152] finds uncertainties on
an mt extraction of about 1.5 − 2 GeV. These errors have been obtained by comparing results of the
two parton showers PYTHIA and HERWIG. A complementary analysis which avoids the use of parton
showers and evaluates uncertainties based on a NLO QCD calculation was performed in Ref. [156]. The
transition of the b-jet into a B-meson was implemented through a fragmentation function at NLO QCD
with two-loop running from mb to µfrag and an initial condition fixed by a fit to data from e+e− → bb¯
[157, 158]. The non-perturbative contribution can be parameterized through a fit to the same data as
shown in Refs. [159, 160]. Variations of scale uncertainties and the parameters of the non-perturbative
part reveal an uncertainty of ±1 GeV on a top quark mass determination in the process t→Wb.
The framework of Ref. [156] was also used to consider the full production and decay process pp →
tt¯ → b(→ B) W+(→ `+ν) b¯ W−(→ jj) at NLO QCD in the narrow width approximation, including
acceptance cuts on the top quark decay products. This allows to account for additional uncertainties
from e.g. pdfs, jet recombination with initial state radiation, as well as NLO spin correlations between
production and decay dynamics. From a linear fit of mt to 〈m`B〉 an uncertainty of±1.5 GeV on the top
quark mass is found. These uncertainties are obtained by assuming an uncertainty of ±0.4 GeV on the
〈m`B〉 extraction and by varying renormalization, factorization and fragmentation scales independently
as well as by using two different parameterization of the fragmentation function.
m`b method
A similar but more inclusive extraction of mt from the invariant mass of a lepton and a b-jet was sug-
gested in Ref. [142]. Not requiring leptonic decays of the b-quark decay products increases the rate such
that one can study the di-leptonic decay mode of the two W bosons. In such case one can construct an
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Fig. 2.6: Linear fit of mt to 〈m`B〉 in the J/ψ method (left) and Mest in the m`b method (right) at the 14 TeV
LHC [156]. Error bars are obtained from scale variations, different parton distribution sets and variation of the
b-quark fragmentation function
estimator for mt given by
M2est = M
2
W +
2〈m2`b〉
1− 〈cos θ`b〉 , (2.6)
where θ`b is the angle between the lepton and the b-jet from the same top quark. The power of this esti-
mator becomes evident when considering the LO values of 〈m2`b〉 and 〈cos θ`b〉 which imply M2est = m2t ,
if no constraints on the final state are applied. It is obvious that in practice Eq. (2.6) is violated by
several effects: (a) acceptance cuts on leptons, jets and missing energy to account for detector effects,
(b) higher order corrections which include additional radiation off the top quark decay products, (c) im-
perfect pairing of lepton and b-jet, (d) experimental issues such as particle misidentification. However,
it should be noted that points (a)-(c) can be addressed exactly in perturbative QCD. This was archived
in Ref. [156] to NLO accuracy using the narrow width approximation for top quarks. Similar to the
J/ψ method, the value and uncertainty of mt can be obtained from a linear fit to Mest. It is found that
for realistic acceptance cuts at the 14 TeV LHC and assuming infinite precision on Mest, the top quark
mass can be extracted to±0.25 GeV. Those uncertainties are derived from independent variations of fac-
torization and renormalization scales as well as from the evaluation of two different parton distribution
sets of MSTW [161] and CTEQ [162, 163]. Additional experimental systematics on mt from b-quark
fragmentation and jet energy scale are expected to be of the order of ±0.7 GeV and ±0.6 GeV [142],
respectively.
On the theoretical side there are a few more systematic effects on m`b which should be discussed. The
effect of NLO QCD corrections to the top quark decay were studied in Refs. [164–166]. Refs. [165,166]
find that those correction lead to shape changes of the m`b distribution when compared to a calculation
which includes NLO QCD correction to the tt¯ production followed by a LO decay t→Wb. Also, finite
width effects in tt¯ production have been studied thanks to the NLO QCD calculations of WWbb¯ pro-
duction [167–170]. A tuned comparison with the results of a narrow width approximation in Ref. [171]
reveals that finite width effects have negligible effects on the total cross section but can lead to O(10 %)
effects in the tail of certain kinematic distributions. In the case of m`b, finite width effects turn out to be
small (at the level of 1%) over the entire kinematic range until the mass drop at m`b ≈
√
m2t −M2W .
Beyond that point finite width effects become large. However also the cross section drops by one order
of magnitude and unknown non-perturbative effects might be sizable. We conclude that the m`b distri-
bution is under good theoretical control and can be predicted reliably to high precision over the entire
phenomenologically relevant range.
Finally, we would like to point out an interesting result of Ref. [172]. The authors study the top quark
mass determination from a m`b template fit and closely follow a procedure used by ATLAS [122]. Tem-
plates for various (input) values of mt are generated from LO and NLO QCD predictions. These tem-
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plates are then used to fix a multi-dimensional parameterization leaving only mt as a free variable [122].
The obtained parameterization can be employed to obtain a fit value of the top quark mass from data.
For the theoretical study of Ref. [172], pseudo-data are generated from the NLO QCD predictions for a
given value of mt assuming they represent real data. Theoretical uncertainties are estimated from scale
variations by generating three sets of pseudo-data for the central scale choice and its variations by a fac-
tor of two. The three sets are then used for individually fitting the template parametrization of mt. The
results are presented in Fig. 2.7 for two scenarios (hypotheses): LO templates (blue) and NLO templates
(red). The width of the uncertainty bands shown in Fig. 2.7 arises from the variations of the scales. It is
interesting to note that this uncertainty of about ±0.8 GeV is significantly larger than has been reported
in previous experimental studies. These studies typically rely on a factorized calculation of tt¯ production
and decay where decay dynamics are treated at LO or in the parton shower approximation. It is therefore
important to investigate whether the differences in the uncertainty estimates arise from NLO corrections
in the decay or from finite width effects, both of which are taken into account in the full calculation of
pp→WWbb¯. Another interesting feature in Fig. 2.7 is the gap between the blue and the red band. This
effect can be traced back to shape differences between the LO and NLO description of the m`b distribu-
tion. The mismatch between NLO pseudo-data and LO templates is compensated for by a value of mt
which has an offset of almost 2 GeV. In summary, the results of Ref. [172] are intriguing because they
draw attention to the details of template methods which might be contaminated with systematics that are
not accounted for in a typical error budget.
5 Determination of the running top quark mass 4
Quark masses are simply parameters of the QCD Lagrangian and, as such, they are subject to renormal-
ization. The most commonly used mass renormalization scheme defines the pole mass as the location of
the single pole in the two-point function at each order in perturbation theory. Although being inspired
by QED and the definition of the electron mass for an asymptotic state in the S-matrix, the notion of a
pole mass for quarks is not really practical, because quarks do not appear asymptotically as free parti-
cles. Therefore, in the full theory including non-perturbative corrections, the quark two-point function
does not exhibit any pole. Moreover, the value of the pole mass is strongly dependent on the order of
4S. Moch, M. Dowling
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in the ranges µ/mpolet or µ/m(m) ∈ [1/2, 2] is shown as a band around the NLO curve. (Figure from Ref. [173]).
perturbation theory and, at high energies, large logarithms spoil the perturbative convergence. This calls
for alternative quark mass definitions and, particularly, in high energy reactions for the use of a so-called
short-distance mass, like the running mass mt(µ) in the MS scheme, which is defined at the scale ap-
propriate to the hard scattering. Much like the strong coupling constant αs(µ) in the MS scheme, also
mt(µ) runs with µ.
A determination of the top quark mass has to identify an appropriate observable together with the
dependence on the mass parameter in a chosen renormalization scheme. For the running top quark mass
therefore, this requires to perform a scheme transformation from the standard perturbative results at NLO
and NNLO, which commonly employ the pole mass scheme. For the inclusive cross section this has been
achieved in [124,133] and for differential distributions in [173]. In both cases, it has been found that the
perturbative expansion converges faster and the scale dependence improves by using the mass in the MS
scheme as opposed to the on-shell scheme.
Fig. 2.8 displays the theory predictions for inclusive tt¯-pair production in the MS scheme as well as
for the pole massmt(pole) based on the available complete NNLO QCD corrections [118,130,131,174].
The former results, i.e., the predictions as a function of the running massmt(µr) display much improved
convergence and better scale stability of the perturbative expansion [124, 133]. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the
same findings for the distribution in the invariant massmtt¯ of the top quark pair, though the QCD correc-
tions are available only to NLO in this case [166,175]. In addition to the improvement of the convergence,
when moving from the pole mass to the MS scheme, the overall shape of the distribution changes, the
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peak becomes more pronounced, while the peak position remains stable against radiative corrections.
The latter feature is essential for precision determinations of mt(µ) from LHC data in the forthcoming
high-energy runs.
Using the NNLO theory predictions for the total top-quark pair-production cross section as dis-
played in Fig. 2.8, Ref. [13] has performed a consistent determination of the top-quark mass in a well-
defined renormalization scheme with full account of the correlations with the gluon distribution and the
strong coupling αs based on the available data from LHC [138, 176–179] and the Tevatron combina-
tion [180]. Fig. 2.10 shows the χ2 profile versus the top-quark mass, i.e., for the MS mass mt(mt) and
the pole mass mt(pole), in two variants of the ABM12 fit [13] of parton distributions with the tt¯ cross
section data included. From Fig. 2.10 it is apparent, that the requirement of χ2t /NDP = 1 leads to the
mt(mt)/GeV
χ2 t
NDP=5
running mass
mt(pole)/GeV
pole mass
Fig. 2.10: The χ2t profile versus the t-quark mass for the tt¯ cross section data subset in the variants of ABM12
fit with the tt¯ cross section data included and the different t-quark mass definitions: running mass (left) and pole
mass (right). The NDP = 5 for this subset is displayed by the dashed line. (Figure from Ref. [13]).
value for the MS mass at NNLO
mt(mt) = 162.3± 2.3 GeV , (2.7)
with an error in mt(mt) due the experimental data, the PDFs and the value of αs(MZ) as the difference
between the value for mt(mt) at χ2t /NDP = 1 and the minimum of the χ
2-profile in Fig. 2.10. An
additional theoretical uncertainty from the variation of the factorization and renormalization scales in the
usual range is small, ∆mt(mt) = ±0.7 GeV and Eq. (2.7) is equivalent to the pole mass value of
mt(pole) = 171.2± 2.4 GeV , (2.8)
using the known perturbative conversion relations [181–183]. Within the uncertainty, this indicates good
consistency of the procedure and also with the top-quark mass values obtained from other determinations.
6 An Effective Theory approach to finite-width effects with an application to mass-
scheme ambiguities 5
Currently, the most precise hadron-collider experimental extractions of the top quark mass parameter
come about through analyses based on kinematically reconstructing top quarks from their decay products,
namely, leptons, jets and missing energy. Extractions of the mass often depend on fitting templates
5A.S. Papanastasiou, based on work with P. Falgari (Utrecht) and A. Signer (PSI) published in [184].
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produced by Monte Carlo (MC) generators to data. The issue discussed in this section is that when
NLO MCs are used to create such templates (and it is only when going beyond LO that the top-mass
parameter becomes well-defined in perturbation theory), the NLO hard matrix elements only describe the
production of on-shell stable tops. This in turn means that predictions for observables that are sensitive
to the offshellness of top quarks (most observables used for extraction fall in this category) are not
actually NLO accurate. Given that NLO hard matrix elements with full off-shell effects matched to
parton showers are not yet available, the systematic errors on top-signal modelling as well as mass-
extraction, introduced by not including such effects is thus far unknown.
The first step in addressing this issue is the systematic description at NLO of the parton-level
process including finite-width effects. For the top pair-production process, one successful approach has
been to compute the NLO corrections to the fully decayed final state, W+W−bb¯ [167,168,170,172,185,
186] via the use of the complex-mass scheme [187,188]. The alternative framework outlined here is one
that describes the dominant off-shell effects of the resonant production and decay of unstable top quarks.
In detail, this approach captures the physics when the invariant mass of the system of top decay products
is close to the top mass, mt, i.e. when
p2t =
 ∑
i∈decay
pi
2 ∼ m2t . (2.9)
In the resonant region we have
p2t − µ2t
m2t
∼ mt Γt
m2t
∼ Γt
mt
 1, (2.10)
with µt being the complex pole of the full top quark propagator, indicating that the typical virtuality is
controlled by the top width, Γt. Given this, the idea is to expand the full matrix elements in the new small
parameter ∆t := (p2t −µ2t )/m2t , in addition to expanding in the couplings αs and αew. The starting point
for expansion is the introduction of a power-counting
α2s ∼ αew ∼ ∆t ∼ δ  1, (2.11)
which allows one to assign a parametric scaling in δ to any part of a Feynman diagram before any
computation. In turn, this means that it is possible to efficiently identify the set of contributions that need
to be computed in order to achieve a given accuracy in δ. The expansion in the generic small parameter,
δ, can be viewed as a systematization of the pole expansion method [189, 190]. Such an expansion has
been employed in the computation of inclusive quantities in [191,192] and recently adapted for the fully
differential description of offshell single-top and tt¯ production [184, 193, 194]. Details of precisely how
the expansion is carried out in the fully-differential case can be found in the latter references.
A pleasing aspect to the expansion in δ is that it reshuffles the contributions to the full W+W−bb¯
process into a structure resembling an Effective Theory (ET) calculation. That is to say, the expansion
re-arranges parts of amplitudes into contributions which in a formal ET approach would be obtained
by Wilson coefficients multiplying operators describing the production, propagation and decay of top
quarks in addition to contributions from dynamical, soft gluons. The former and latter contributions are
usually referred to as factorizable and non-factorizable corrections respectively. A comparison of this ET-
approach and a computation using the complex-mass scheme for t-channel single top [195] confirmed
that the ET-expansion indeed captures all the relevant physics in its region of validity.
A relevant detail to highlight here is that the ET-like expansion naturally lends itself to a class
of suitable mass-schemes. This is desirable since it is well known that the pole scheme suffers from
QCD renormalon effects [196–198] which render the determination of the pole mass to an accuracy
better than ΛQCD impossible. In order for the power-counting to remain valid order by order in δ, the
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LO NLO
µPS mext. mMS,t mpole,t mext. mMS,t mpole,t
0 172.9 162.2 172.9 172.9 162.2 172.9
10 172.4 162.7 173.5 172.2 162.4 173.3
20 172.0 163.0 173.8 171.5 162.5 173.4
Table 2.3: Extraction of the top mass in various schemes at LO (left panel) and NLO (right panel). All numbers
are in units of GeV.
renormalized mass, mr,t, must satisfy the condition m2r,t −m2pole,t ∼ mpole,tδ. This excludes the use of,
for example, the MS-mass as a suitable mass in the expansion in δ, since m2
MS,t
−m2pole,t ∼ mpole,tαs ∼
mpole,tδ
1/2. However, there are other short-distance masses (threshold masses [196, 199–201] and jet-
masses [105, 106]), which, like mMS,t, don’t feature the problems inherent to mpole,t but that do adhere
to the power-counting. Here we choose to examine the use of the PS-mass [199], which, up to O(α2s), is
defined as
mt = mPS,t + µPS
[
αs
2pi
δPS1 +
(αs
2pi
)2
δPS2
]
(2.12)
where δPS1,2 are terms that scale as δ
PS
1,2 ∼ 1 in the power-counting. In order to preserve the ET-counting,
we must choose the PS-scale so as to satisfy µPS ∼ mtαs and doing so means that the use of the PS-
mass instead of the pole mass in the calculation is perfectly acceptable. At NLO in the expansion in δ,
the introduction of the PS-mass modifies the structure of the renormalized top-quark propagator [184]
but leaves the factorizable corrections to the production and decay subprocesses as well as the non-
factorizable contributions unchanged.
Given that in the ET-approach the option to use alternative (suitable) mass-schemes is straightfor-
ward, it is possible to study the effect of using a scheme other than the pole scheme on the extraction of
the top mass. In what follows we work only with the qq¯-initiated channel. We first generate a pseudo-
data set for a (e+, νe, b-jet)-invariant mass distribution using the pole scheme with mpole,t = 172.9 GeV.
Invariant mass distributions are then generated in the PS-scheme with µPS ∈ {0, 10, 20} GeV, where
µPS = 0 GeV clearly corresponds to the pole scheme. The top mass in each scheme is extracted by
adjusting its value, such that the predicted invariant mass distribution is in optimal agreement with the
pseudo-data. The extracted masses are then converted to the MS and pole masses using a three-loop
conversion [183] accompanied by a Padé estimate for higher-order corrections (the precise details of the
latter do not affect our findings). The results of this toy study are shown in Table 2.3, where the left
and right panels display the results of extractions using LO and NLO predictions respectively. Impor-
tantly, the NLO predictions here not only include corrections to the production and decay of the tops, but
also non-factorizable corrections and corrections to the propagation. Only including corrections to the
production and decay does not improve the LO extraction.
Inspecting Table 2.3, we find the spread of values 162.2-163.0 GeV (172.9-173.8 GeV) at LO and
162.2-162.5 GeV (172.9-173.4 GeV) at NLO for the ‘extracted’ MS (pole) mass. These differences are
consistent up to higher orders in αs, however, their existence should be interpreted as ambiguities of 600-
800 MeV (500-900 MeV) at LO and 200-300 MeV (400-500 MeV) at NLO in the determination of the
MS (pole) mass. We emphasize here that this investigation has not included a number of other important
effects (colour reconnections etc.) and has only been performed for the qq¯-initialized channel. However,
the existence of an additional ambiguity due to the choice of mass-scheme is unlikely to change.
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7 Determination of the top-quark mass using top-quark pair events with an additional
jet 6
Introduction:
The top-quark mass is a crucial input parameter for many Standard Model predictions. For example,
it enters through electroweak precision observables in the consistency checks of the Standard Model.
Recently it has been pointed out that the precise value is also crucial for the stability of the vacuum
(for more details see the contributions of J. Espinosa and M. Lindner to this workshop and Refs. [129,
202]) The top-quark mass is currently determined using collider data collected at Tevatron and LHC.
In Ref. [44] various measurements from Tevatron and LHC using different decay channels have been
combined:
mt = 173.34± 0.27 (stat) ± 0.71 (syst) GeV/c2 [44]. (2.13)
The total uncertainty is now 0.76 GeV/c2. At this level of precision the precise definition of the top-quark
mass parameter (renormalisation scheme) becomes important. Since most of the measurements entering
Eq. (2.13) rely heavily on the usage of Monte Carlo event generators the determined mass is often called
Monte Carlo mass. It is assumed that the Monte Carlo mass is closely related to the on-shell/pole mass.
Top-quark mass from jetrates:
Given a relative uncertainty of the combined top-quark mass below 0.5 per cent it is important to con-
front the existing measurements with results obtained using alternative methods less dependent on Monte
Carlo event generators. In Ref. [203] a method using top-quark pairs produced in association with an ad-
ditional jet has been proposed. This process is theoretically very well under control: The next-to-leading
order (NLO) QCD corrections have been calculated in Refs. [204–206]. Setting the renormalisation scale
equal to the factorisation scale and using the top-quark mass to define the scales corrections of the order
of only 15% are observed. The scale variation up and down by a factor of two arround the central scale
indicates small uncertainties due to uncalculated higher orders. In Refs. [207, 208] the NLO corrections
have been combined with the parton shower. Since the inclusive cross section for the production of
a top-quark pair in association with an additional jet is not very sensitive to the top-quark mass — in
fact a detailed analysis shows that the sensitivity is very similar to the inclusive production of top-quark
pairs [203] — one has to focus on events produced not to far from theshold. This can be done for example
by studying
R(ρs,mt) = 1
σtt¯+1−Jet+X
dσtt¯+1−Jet+X
dρs
, (ρs =
m0√
stt¯+1−Jet+X
). (2.14)
The inclusive cross section for tt¯ + 1 − Jet + X production is denoted by σtt¯+1−Jet+X. The top-quark
mass is renormalised in the on-shell scheme. Note that to define this cross section a minimal pT -cut on
the additional jet is required (for details see Refs. [204, 205]). The scale m0 introduced in the definition
of ρs is an arbitray scale of the order of the top-quark mass. In Ref. [203] it has been fixed to 170
GeV. Note that in the definition of R as ratio many theoretical and experimental uncertainties cancel
between numerator and denominator. In Fig. 2.11 (left) the differential distribution is shown for three
different top-quark masses (mt= 160, 170, 180 GeV/c2). In the threshold region (ρs ≈ 1) the distribution
for heavier quark masses is suppressed compared to lighter quark masses. Since the distributions are
normalised, the opposite is true in the high energy regime (ρs ≈ 0). In the region ρs = 0.5 − 0.6 the
curves cross and the observable is insensitive to the top-quark mass. In Fig. 2.11 (right) the sensitivity
S(ρs,∆mt) =
∑
∆=±∆mt
|R(ρs, 170 GeV/c2)−R(ρs, 170 GeV/c2 + ∆)|
2|∆|R(170 GeV, ρs) (2.15)
6P. Uwer
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is shown. The sensitivy S can be used to relate the relative change ofR to a relative change of mt:∣∣∣∣∆RR
∣∣∣∣ ≈ (mtS) × ∣∣∣∣∆mtmt
∣∣∣∣ . (2.16)
For ρs ≈ 0.8 it can be read off from Fig. 2.11 that a one per cent change inmt leads to a relative change of
17 per cent ofR. The sensitivty can also be used to estimate how experimental/theoretical uncertainties in
the determination ofR translate into an uncertainty of the top-quark mass extracted from a measurement
of R. In Ref. [203] various uncertainties (e.g. color reconnection, scale and pdf uncertainty, jet energy
scale) have been studied. From these investigations a top-quark mass measurement with an uncertainty
of about 1 GeV/c2 seems feasible. It remains to be seen whether this estimate survives an experimental
analysis using real data. This is currently investigated by the ATLAS collaboration.
Conclusion:
The top-quark mass enters many precision tests of the Standard Model, it is thus important to measure
it as precise as possible. In the most up to date combination of Tevatron and LHC data mt = 173.34
GeV/c2 with a total uncertainty of 0.76 GeV/c2 has been obtained [44]. However most measurements
entering the combination are based on the assumption that the determined Monte Carlo mass can be
identified with the pole mass. The alternative method presented in this write-up avoids this assumption
and has the potential to do a measurement with a precision of 1 GeV/c2.
8 Implications ofMt for Electroweak Vacuum Stability 7
The main result of the first LHC run was the discovery of the Higgs, withMh ' 126 GeV, and properties
so far compatible with those of the Standard Model (SM) Higgs, with room for some deviation. Natural
solutions to the hierarchy problem that afflicts the breaking of the electroweak (EW) symmetry require
physics beyond the SM (BSM) around the corner, probably on the reach of the LHC. However, no trace
of BSM has been found, with bounds on the mass scale of different BSM scenarios of order the TeV.
An alternative is to disregard naturalness as a requisite for the physics of EW symmetry breaking and to
explore the possibility that the scale of new physics, Λ, could be as large as the Planck scale, MP .
In fact, the SM is a quantum field theory that can be extrapolated to higher energies and capable
of describing physics in the huge range from MW to MP as all SM couplings remain perturbative in that
range. The Higgs quartic, small at the EW scale, λ(Mt) ∼ 1/8, gets even smaller in the UV, and for the
7J.R. Espinosa
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central values of Mt and αs, gets negative at ∼ 1010 GeV. The steep decrease of λ is due to one-loop
top corrections, βλ = dλ/d logµ = −6y4t /(16pi2) + ..., where µ is the renormalization scale and yt is
the sizable top Yukawa coupling. Such term causes a strong dependence of the running of λ on the top
mass, Mt. The bigger (smaller) Mt is, the steeper (milder) the slope of the running λ. There is a smaller
dependence of βλ on αs, through its effect on the running of yt.
At very high Higgs field values, V (h) ' (1/4)λ(µ = h)h4 and, for λ(h) < 0, V (h) is much
deeper than our EW vacuum. Such instability has been studied in the SM with increasing precision,
needed because Mh lies in a very special region for the potential stability [202, 209–212]. With the cur-
rent precision in Mh and the theoretical calculation of V (h), one concludes that (within our assumptions
on BSM physics) the EW vacuum would most likely be metastable, see Fig. 2.12. Its lifetime against de-
cay through quantum tunneling to a deeper minimum at very high field values turns out to be much larger
than the age of the Universe, posing no real problem to the SM. This could have turned different if Mh
were smaller, leading to a stronger instability of the Higgs potential (red instability region in Fig. 2.12).
The intriguing "near-criticality" shown in Fig. 2.12 could be just a mirage if new BSM physics
below MP modifies significantly the running of λ(µ). However, the existence of the instability cannot
be used as a motivation for BSM, given the huge EW vacuum lifetime. Nevertheless, we do expect
BSM physics, e.g. to explain dark matter, neutrino masses or the matter-antimatter asymmetry, etc. Such
physics might have no impact on stability, make it worse, or cure it and it is easy to find examples of the
three options.
An EW vacuum stable up to MP (green region in Fig. 2.12) requires values of Mt and αs in
∼ 2− 3σ tension with their central experimental values. The so-called stability bound states how heavy
should Mh be to ensure a stable potential up to MP . The NNLO state-of-the-art calculation [202] gives
Mh[GeV ] > 129.6 + 2.0 [Mt(GeV )− 173.35]− 0.5 [αs(Mz)− 0.1184] /0.0007± 0.3th . (2.17)
The main error is from the uncertainty in Mt. Although Tevatron plus LHC give Mt = 173.34 ± 0.76
GeV, the total 1σ error for Mt in Eq. (2.17) is rounded up to 1 GeV to allow for a somewhat larger
uncertainty. The ±0.3% theoretical error (achieved only quite recently, with [202, 211] as the main
contributors) is an estimate of higher order corrections, beyond NNLO. In terms of Mt, the stability
bound reads [202]:
Mt < (171.36± 0.15± 0.25αs ± 0.17Mh) GeV = (171.36± 0.46) GeV . (2.18)
The last expression combines in quadrature theoretical and experimental uncertainties. For discussions
on the relation between the top mass measured by Tevatron and LHC and the top pole-mass see other
contributions to this workshop. Clearly, a more precise measurement ofMt and a better understanding of
the theoretical errors are crucial for the potentially very important implications of EW vacuum instability.
One example of such implications for cosmology is the possibility of vacuum decay during infla-
tion. The large value of the Hubble rate during inflation suggested by BICEP2 [213], HI ∼ 1014 GeV,
would cause large amplitude (∼ HI ) fluctuations of the Higgs field (if light during inflation) triggering
vacuum decay if HI is larger than the instability scale [214]. Such unstable region of parameter space is
colored orange in Fig. 2.12, right plot, and covers most of the experimentally preferred ellipse.
Determination ofmt from threshold at the ILC 8
An electron positron linear collider offers the unique possibility to measure the total top-antitop pro-
duction cross section in the threshold region by performing a so-called threshold scan. Recent anal-
yses have shown that a comparison with the theoretical prediction for this cross section then allows
to extract the top-quark mass, defined in a threshold-mass scheme, with an uncertainty smaller than
8J. Piclum
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Fig. 2.12: Regions in the (Mh,Mt) plane for absolute stability (green), metastability with lifetime τEW longer
than τU (yellow), and instability, with τEW < τU , calculated at NNLO. The ellipses give the experimental values
at 1, 2 and 3 σ. The left plot (from [202]) emphasizes the fact that we seem to be living in a very untypical region
of parameter space. The red-dashed lines in the right plot (adapted from [202]) give the instability scale, in GeV.
In the orange region the vacuum would have decayed during inflation.
100 MeV [215, 216]. However, such precision requires that the theoretical uncertainty is under control,
which in turn necessitates the evaluation of higher order corrections in perturbation theory. Here I dis-
cuss the framework of and recent advances in the computation of the total top-antitop production cross
section near threshold at next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (NNNLO).
Close to threshold the relative velocity v of the produced quark and antiquark is small and the
cross section is dominated by the Coulomb interaction of the final state. This allows to describe the
dynamics in terms of a nonrelativistic bound state. However, since the top quark decays before it can
actually form a bound state, the inclusion of the finite width in this description is mandatory [217].
The fact that the velocity is small means that there are several well-separated scales involved in the
calculation. They are the mass of the top quark m, its typical momentum mv, and its energy mv2.
Furthermore, contributions proportional to (αs/v)n, which appear in n-loop Feynman diagrams, have to
be resummed to all orders. Both issues can be addressed in the framework of a nonrelativistic effective
theory. Starting with QCD, we first integrate out the hard modes of order m to obtain nonrelativistic
QCD (NRQCD) [218–220]. In a second step, the soft modes of order mv are integrated out, resulting
in potential NRQCD (pNRQCD) [221–223]. The latter is a Schrödinger-like theory of nonrelativistic
heavy quarks and ultrasoft gluons. It has a definite power-counting in v, which makes it straightforward
to determine which contributions are required at a given order. In particular, the Coulomb potential is of
leading order and thus cannot be treated as a perturbation. Instead it has to be included in the propagator
of the heavy quark-antiquark pair. This results in the resummation of the (αs/v)n terms.
At next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO), the cross section was computed about 15 years ago by
several groups. Their results have been compiled in Ref. [224]. While the position of the peak of the
cross section was found to be stable when a so-called threshold mass is employed, an uncertainty of the
normalisation of about 20% due to the scale dependence was found. In order to remedy this situation,
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Fig. 2.13: Z1 as a function of µ at LO (red), NLO (green), NNLO (blue), and NNNLO (black).
the calculation of corrections beyond NNLO is necessary, which is discussed in the following.
Using the optical theorem, the total cross section can be obtained from the imaginary part of the
current correlators of the vector and axial vector currents in QCD. In pNRQCD, the current correlators
are given by the S- and P-wave Green function of the Schrödinger equation, respectively, multiplied by
the squared matching coefficient of the corresponding current. The NNNLO calculation thus requires the
computation of the hard matching coefficients of NRQCD and the pNRQCD potential. The latter is used
to determine the Green function. Corrections due to the exchange of ultrasoft gluons have to be taken
into account as well. An overview of the setup for the third-order calculation is given in Ref. [225].
All ingredients needed for the evaluation of the cross section to third order in QCD have now
been computed. Potential contributions are considered in Refs. [225–229], the 3-loop result for the static
potential is given in Refs. [73, 74], and ultrasoft corrections are determined in Refs. [230, 231]. The P-
wave Green function has been computed in dimensional regularisation in Ref. [232]. Finally, the 3-loop
non-singlet correction to the matching coefficient of the NRQCD vector current is given in Ref. [233].
As an application of the NNNLO results, we consider the residue Zn of the vacuum polarisation
function Π(q2) at the bound-state energy En
Π(q2 = 2mt + E)
E→En=
3
2m2t
Zn
En − E − iε + regular terms , (2.19)
where n is the principle quantum number. For the 1S (pseudo) bound-state of a top quark and an anti-
quark, the residue is given by
Z1 =
[
c2v −
E1
mt
cv
(
cv +
dv
3
)
+ . . .
]
|ψ1(0)|2 , (2.20)
where ψn(0) is the wave-function of the bound state at the origin and the ellipsis denotes terms beyond
NNNLO. cv and dv denote the matching coefficients of the leading and the 1/m2t suppressed vector
current in NRQCD. Fig. 2.13 shows Z1 as a function of the renormalisation scale µ, normalised to the
leading-order (LO) result evaluated at the soft scale µs ≈ 32.2 GeV. The top-quark mass is defined in
the potential-subtracted scheme [199] and the value mPSt = 171.3 GeV is used. For values of µ close
to the soft scale, the perturbative series does not converge. However, it was already noted in Ref. [227]
that perturbative results for Coulomb bound states behave better for larger values of the renormalisation
scale. Indeed, for values larger than 50 GeV, we find good convergence with only a small dependence of
the NNNLO result on µ. While the final analysis for the total cross section is still underway, this result
already indicates that a stable perturbative description of the threshold cross section can be achieved at
NNNLO.
As an alternative one can also systematically sum logarithmic (αs ln v)m terms in addition to the
(αs/v)
n contributions. Such renormalization-group-improved (RGI) calculations have been carried out
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in extended versions of the pNRQCD framework as well as in velocity NRQCD (vNRQCD) [234–236].
Compared to the fixed-order methods described above, the RGI method also has to account for the
anomalous dimensions of the effective theory potentials and operators, where the evolution of the leading
S-wave top pair production current carries the most important numerical effect. With the results from
Refs. [237–240] the NNLO+NLL results of Refs. [241–243] could be extended to NNLO+NNLL order
predictions for the total cross section in Ref. [244] up to negligible soft mixing effects. The results can
incorporate cuts on the top invariant mass and have a relative uncertainty from higher order QCD effects
of ±5%, see Fig. 2.14.
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Fig. 2.14: Total cross section with cuts of 15 GeV on the reconstructed top and anti-top masses around the top
mass at NNLL order with uncertainty band from scale variation [244].
10 Supersymmetric Corrections to Top Quark Production at Threshold 9
Introduction
At a future linear collider it will be possible to measure the top quark mass very precisely when scanning
the total production cross-section over the threshold region. Recent simulations [215] come to the result
that with a normalization uncertainty of the production cross-section prediction within 3%/1%, it will be
possible to extract the 1S top quark mass within the errors ∆statmt = ±38MeV and ∆theory syst.mt =
±8/ ± 5MeV, when assuming 10fb−1 for each of the ten points in the scan (for further experimental
aspects see contribution by Juan Fuster).
A lot of effort has already been put into the precise determination of the cross-section in the
threshold region assuming that the Standard Model (SM) is the underlying theory. Currently the full
NNNLO calculation is expected to be finished soon. For the most recent status report and overview of
existing calculations within SM QCD and the used effective theory approach the reader is referred to the
contribution by Jan Piclum.
In this contribution we want to address the following questions:
– What happens if the Minimal Super-symmetric Standard Model is the true underlying theory?
– Can additional Super-Symmetry (SUSY) particles influence the extraction of the top quark mass
via radiative corrections?
Of course these questions are not new and have already been addressed in literature. However, due to
non observation of SUSY particles and the recent measurement of the Higgs-massMH at LHC nearly all
(in the context of top quark production at threshold) of the examined SUSY scenarios are now excluded
9N. Zerf
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and an updated/more flexible analysis is in order. Before we enable such an analysis, we give a short
overview over the known SUSY corrections.
MSSM theory status
Because experimental measurements favor SUSY particles which are as heavy or even heavier than the
top quark, their dominant corrections to the cross-section enter through the matching coefficient (MC)
cv of the NRQCD vector current. This matching coefficient ensures that for vanishing quark anti-quark
velocity v the effective theory (NRQCD) vector current reproduces its full theory (MSSM) analogue.
Effects of SUSY particles in the coulomb greens function (and its radiative corrections), which is for
example responsible for the re-summation of Coulomb bound state effects are expected to be very small,
because the characteristic scale is of order vmt at max and thus small compared to masses of SUSY
particles when considering the scaling v ∼ 1/αs. So in a good approximation one can account for
SUSY effects in the threshold production of top quarks when calculating the NRQCD vectors current
MC within the MSSM.
There are two different kind of contributions to the MC. Real contribution, which we will focus on
for the rest of this writeup and imaginary (absorptive) contributions, which have to be taken into account
because of the unstable nature of the top quark. Latter can be taken over from the SM calculation [245],
at least in the experimentally motivated case where the top quark does not decay into two SUSY particles.
For the real contribution in the one loop approximation all QCD and electroweak corrections are
known in the MSSM [246–249]. Former are ∼ αs and thus constitute NLO corrections, latter are ∼ α
and formally of NNLO nature because we have the empiric scaling α ∼ α2s . Regularization scheme
dependent effects are not present at the one loop level. That means renormalized DRED results agree
with their DREG counterparts. Separate counter-terms in DRED and DREG may of course be different.
All one loop real corrections to the MC have been implemented – besides the well know SM
corrections [250–252]– in the MATHEMATICA package TQPAT [249]. The package allows for their
automatic numeric evaluation including their impact on the total cross-section. However, in its original
version it is only able to generate SUSY spectra with the help of the spectrum generator SPHENO [253] in
the mSUGRA scenario. With current experimental exclusion limits this clearly restricts the application
of the package to an allowed SUSY parameter space with very high SUSY masses only, leading to
negligible corrections.
Work at MITP
In order to overcome this restriction a general SLHA interface was integrated into the body of the pack-
age during the workshop. Now the public available MATHEMATICA package SLAM [254] is used by
TQPAT. The updated version can be downloaded from the original web page stated in Ref. [249].
Just as proof for the working SLHA interface implementation we show the relative corrections to
the cross-section
∆SQCD = [σ(c1loopv )− σ(ctreev )]/σ(ctreev ) , (2.21)
stemming from the purely SQCD contributions induced by gluinos and stops in the modified mmaxh -
scenario [255] (generated with SOFTSUSY [256]). Although we have a light t˜1 quark for small m˜t
(mOS
t˜1
(m˜t = 350GeV) ≈ 330GeV), the relative SQCD corrections to the cross-section are very small.
This is due to a large gluino mass of about 1TeV in this scenario, which appears simultaneously with the
stop quark masses in the loop diagrams.
Conclusions
In general it seems very difficult to get SQCD corrections at the 1% level when taking into account
current experimental exclusion limits. The largest observed SUSY corrections (up to now) have been
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Fig. 2.15: Relative corrections to the production cross-section due to stops and gluinos (SQCD) at the one loop
level.
found in the electroweak sector where light charginos can induce threshold effects in the loop diagrams
leading to relative corrections of the cross-section close to 1%. However, to be sure that this estimated
upper bound truly holds even for allowed pathological cases in the viable parameter space, a parameter
scan or analysis is still in order but is now a straight forward task.
11 Prospects for the measuring the top-quark mass at future linear e+e− colliders 10
In the Standard Model (SM) of elementary particles the top quark plays a central role as it is the heaviest
quark discovered so far with a Yukawa coupling close to one which translates into the particle with
the strongest coupling to the Higgs boson. Detailed studies of the properties of the top quark can thus
become very sensitive to the spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) mechanism and can
test the consistency of the SM [257]. Recently the stability of the electroweak vacuum has been revisited
being the top-quark mass value and the accuracy of its determination the limiting factors [129,202,212].
Beyond the SM the top quark plays also a very significant role in scenarios aiming to give an alternative
explanation to the EWSB mechanism [258].
Quark masses are difficult objects to measure as quarks are colored particles that cannot be ob-
served as free states. As a consequence the proper values of their masses require careful interpretation
when extracted from experimental data as only colorless final states are observed in nature. In general,
the natural way to measure quark masses is to treat them similar to other couplings of the underlying
theory and measure their values through their influence on hadronic observables. As parameters of the
model their precise values depend on the renormalization scheme used to describe the observable and
consequently define the corresponding mass scheme. Several mass schemes exist [104] being the most
commonly employed the pole mass mpoleq and the running mass mt(µ) the MS scheme. In practice
and for an specific observable, the quark mass definition can only be identified at next-to-leading order
(NLO) when the renormalization scheme is selected to perform the calculation.
Direct determinations of the top-quark mass have been and are being performed at the Tevatron
and LHC colliders. The top-quark mass is presently inferred by the kinematical reconstruction of the
invariant mass of its decay products with techniques such as the matrix element or the template meth-
ods (see e.g., [44, 259] and references therein) or by its relation to the top-quark pair production cross
section [124]. The top-quark mass derived from the kinematical reconstruction does not correspond
to a well-defined renormalization scheme eventhough it is usually interpreted as the top-quark pole
mass mpoleq . The present results that make use of the kinematical reconstruction reach higher preci-
sion (mt = 173.34± 0.27(stat)± 0.71(syst) GeV [259]) than those which are extracted from the cross
10J. Fuster
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section measurements (e.g. mpoleq = 173.3 ± 2.8 GeV [129] using [133]). However these kinematical
determinations also lack of a clear prescription to evaluate the theoretical error due to the uncalculated
higher order terms. The large experimental uncertainty of the mass determinations based on cross section
measurements is a consequence of the lower sensitivity of the cross section on the top-quark mass though
it should be noticed that in this measurement the mass scheme is unambiguously defined.
A future Liner Collider, in any of its proposed versions, either the International Linear Collider
(ILC) [260,261] or the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) [260,262] offer a unique opportunity to perform
high precision measurements of that top-quark mass within well defined theoretical frames. Present
studies estimate an accuracy reach of around 100 MeV or better with future improvement still being
envisaged [215, 216]. The top-quark mass can be measured in a way that is free of any ambiguities
from soft QCD by locating the threshold position for e+e- annihilation to top quarks, or, more precisely,
the mass of the unstable 1S resonance [200]. The measurement requires a combination of precise QCD
and electroweak calculations (see contribution from J. Piclum in this workshop and references therein),
excellent detection efficiency and recognition of top quark events, and excellent control of the initial
beam energy and profile. The studies are based on results using full-simulation of the detectors proposed
for ILC (ILD and SiD) and CLIC [262–264].
The physics at a linear collider are demanding but the proposed detector concepts have demon-
strated their capabilities to realize the physics programme which is aimed for. In the case of top quarks,
they are pair produced in the s-channel with a cross section of around 500 fb for energies in the range 350
GeV - 500 GeV. Backgrounds are comparable in cross section to signal events and the main experimental
features required are:
– flavor tagging;
– precise jet reconstruction with particle flow algorithms;
– total energy measurement allowing for neutrino reconstruction;
– possibility for kinematic fitting due to a well-known overall energy
A threshold scan will allow to determine the top-quark mass with an statistical precision of around
20-30 MeV for a given integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1 [215]. Using polarized beams -P(e+,e-)=(+-
0.3,-+0.8)- better precision and an additional measurement of the top-yukawa coupling is also possible
[216].
Experimental systematics due to beam energy, luminosity spectrum, background and efficiency
have also been considered and quantified. No dependence on location of scan energy is observed. A 5%
uncertainty due to non-tt background was computed. Assuming an accuracy of 10−4 on the beam energy
gives additional 30 MeV uncertainty and the larger present error comes the uncertainty on luminosity
spectrum, around 75 MeV.
Invariant mass of decay products can be performed at arbitrary energy above threshold taking
advantage of higher integrated luminosity. Furthermore new preliminary studies using event shapes and
jet or photon radiation also indicate that high accuracies are in reach, giving thus additional possibilities
to measure the top-quark mass in independent ways.
Theoretical uncertainties in the 1S mass scheme are comparable to the statistical errors, currently
O(100 MeV) due to additional uncertainty when translating it to the top MS mass.
In summary a future measurement of the top-quark mass at an e+e- Linear Collider with an ac-
curacy better than 100 MeV is feasible including all uncertainties: statistics, theory and experimental
systematics.
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